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ABSTRACT 
 
 “Reproducible Discipleship: Developing a Sustainable Culture of Discipleship at 

Redeeming Life Church” is a project designed to initiate a sustainable, reproducible 

culture of simple discipleship in a specific mission field area of Salt Lake City, Utah. 

This project seeks to equip four people with limited disciple-making experience to teach 

a group of eight to 10 people who have never made a disciple how to begin the 

discipleship process. The discipleship system and learned skills used in the creation of a 

simple, reproducible discipleship strategy at Redeeming Life Church can be used to equip 

individuals and churches to initiate sustainable cultures of discipleship in additional areas 

throughout Salt Lake City and similar mission fields in the western areas of the United 

States.  



 

1 

CHAPTER 1 
	

BACKGROUND 

Risen Life Church, a congregation on the east side of Salt Lake City, added me to 

their staff and tasked me to prepare the church body to plant another congregation 

somewhere within Salt Lake County. Over time our collective conviction birthed a desire 

to grow a new flock primarily from conversion growth. I started a Bible study in the 

parsonage of Risen Life Church where my family lived. We journeyed through the book 

of Acts examining how the early Church planted local congregations. Words like 

evangelism, outreach, and discipleship were common within the assembly of slightly 

over a dozen adults who took part in the Bible study. All those adults were professing 

Christians, and almost none of them had ever led a person to faith in Jesus Christ or had 

discipled a believer into Christian maturity.  

Six months into our Bible study the body had doubled in size; however, the added 

people were clones of the existing group. Although twice as big and outgrowing my 

living room, we were still a team made up mostly of Christians who had never made a 

disciple or helped anybody walk toward Christian maturity. Not a single addition to the 

group was a new convert.  

Outgrowing the home space, we started an evening worship service in the Risen 

Life Church Fellowship Hall under the name Redeeming Life Church. As I stressed the 

significance of evangelism and discipleship, we lost close to half of the first Bible study 
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group. Nevertheless, we grew to over thirty with similar Christians, that is, those who had 

never led anyone to faith in Jesus Christ or walked someone toward mature Christianity. 

We did see one new convert come to faith in Christ during the evening worship time; 

however, over the following year, he was not discipled well toward Christian maturity. 

Thus, he started looking like the rest of group. Seven months after starting a worship 

service in the Fellowship Hall, we legally organized as a local church and moved to the 

Rose Park area of Salt Lake City, on the west side of the Salt Lake Valley. 

Rose Park1 is a Salt Lake community less than three minutes from downtown. As 

we look up on the hills to the east, the capitol building and multi-million dollar homes 

look back down at us. In less than a mile is the arena where the Utah Jazz play basketball. 

The symphony, main library, convention center, federal courthouse, and city hall are right 

there too. Temple Square, the epicenter of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 

Saints (LDS) or ‘Mormon’ religion, is situated at the zero-zero point of a grid system of 

streets that continually remind city residents how many blocks separate them from the 

golden Maroni atop the LDS temple. While most Salt Lake residents are double-digit 

blocks or more away, Rose Park starts about seven blocks from ground zero. However, 

Rose Park might as well be hundreds of miles away. Both Interstate-15 and two major 

railways separate Rose Park from the growing metropolis of downtown Salt Lake City. 

Between the two distinctly different communities are a string of homeless shelters and 

drug-laden villages. Where downtown has coffee shops, bars, and restaurants on nearly 

every street, Rose Park has only one coffee shop and a handful of franchise fast-food 

                                                
1 The Rose Park Community Council recognizes narrower boundaries than Salt 

Lake City residents typically refer to as Rose Park. For this project, Rose Park refers to 
the area of Salt Lake City that is west of I-15 and north of North Temple.  
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restaurants among its more than 40,000 single-family dwellings. The few locally-owned 

restaurants in Rose Park work out of old buildings, while many other run-down buildings 

stay vacant. Many commercial structures are uninhabitable because of asbestos or 

previous methamphetamine production.  

The homes are small. The families are large. Locals often say nobody living 

outside of Rose Park comes to Rose Park. When thinking about the dynamics of Samaria 

as seen in the New Testament, Rose Park serves as an excellent illustration.  

The people who live in Rose Park are simple and could be called ‘blue collar.’  In 

general, the Rose Park community lives in a lower income range than the entirety of Salt 

Lake City. University of Utah Policy Institute 2000-2010 census data displays the median 

household income of the area is slightly over $53,000, although a couple of census tracts 

of Rose Park are substantially lower. Of the approximately 40,000 households 60% are 

identified as multi-person households, and the average household size is 3.0. Forty-five 

percent of the households represent married couples, and 20.8% of those married couples 

have children. Single mothers run 8% of the households. 62% of all homes are single-

family detached residents with an average value of $174,000 (which is almost $40,000 

less than the Salt Lake City average2).3     

                                                
2 While consolidating a few census tracts is possible using the University of Utah 

Policy Institute UCDP interactive map, excluding Rose Park census tracts from the 
entirety of Salt Lake City was not possible. Therefore, the statistical data is comparing 
Rose Park data to data of all of Salt Lake that includes Rose Park.  

  
3 University of Utah Policy Institute, “2000-2010 Demographic Change in Salt 

Lake City Census Tracts,” accessed January 24, 2017, http://ucdp.utah.edu/county/salt-
lake-county/salt-lake-city/slc-2000-2010/tract/. Using an interactive map, I combined 
census tracts 1003.06, 1003.07, 1003.08, 1005, 1006, 1026, 1027.02, and 1147 to 
compare the data to Salt Lake City from the same interactive map. This data is the source 
for the entire paragraph and following paragraph.  
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While Rose Park differs from the rest of Salt Lake City, a surprisingly large 

difference the highest education level achieved. Nearly 40% of the population of the area 

reports having less than a high school diploma.4 The Salt Lake City average5 is 13%. All 

other levels of education fall below the Salt Lake City average with the exception of 

those holding doctoral degrees. The Rose Park area reports about 7% of the population 

hold doctoral degrees while the city average reports that only 4% of the larger population 

holds a doctoral degree. Another statistic that is widely different from the rest of the 

metropolis is an individual’s place of origin. About 28% of the people of Rose Park was 

born in another country, and 50% were born in Utah.6 In both cases, Rose Park features 

more foreign-born residents and more Utah natives then Salt Lake City at large. Half of 

the Rose Park community is Hispanic, unlike Salt Lake City. Also, I have noticed that 

this community is somewhat naturally segregated, evidenced by the language-targeted 

grocery stores and weekend activities. 

 Accurate religious data is challenging to come by for Rose Park, partly because of 

the questions by those gathering information. When researchers treat the LDS faith same 

as other Christian denominations, conclusions like a Washington Post article by Naraj 

Chokshi imply that Utah is not only the most religious state in the nation but that it is 

                                                
4 Many factors play into this disturbing number, but it appears to exclude GEDs. 

The education of immigrants and refugees might also play a part. In any case, better data 
collection methods and further research are necessary here. 

   
5 See footnote on data comparison from the earlier paragraph. 
 
6 University of Utah Policy Institute, “2000-2010 Demographic Change in Salt 

Lake City Census Tracts,” accessed January 24, 2017, http://ucdp.utah.edu/county/salt-
lake-county/salt-lake-city/slc-2000-2010/tract/. The same process was used to generate 
comparison data as was done in the early paragraph.   
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relatively the same as the religious states of the American South or ‘Bible belt.’7  

However, Rodger Russell rightly argues, “Mormonism is not orthodox Christianity, even 

if orthodoxy is defined loosely.”8 David Rowe goes so far as to say the Mormon 

community “is a unique ethnic group of its own culture.”9 When a distinction is made to 

separate evangelical faith from the others, the picture is sharply different. J. D. Payne 

reports that only 2.3% of Salt Lake City is evangelical Christian.10 At present, Payne’s 

survey methods have not been applied only to Rose Park; however, based on my 

observation it is reasonable to assume the numbers are close to the same.  

Among the other religions in Rose Park, the LDS religion has the greatest 

influence on the population, even over those who do not claim to be LDS. “[T]he social 

ecology;” writes Rowe, “the morals of most of the people around us; the built 

environment of the houses, churches, and city settlements; the political and business 

climate; and the numerous other factors made us aware that this area and its occupants 

form a distinct and unusual pocket in the country quite unlike any other. So virtually 

unnoticeable is it that missions scholars and leaders have dubbed this pocket of the 

                                                
7 Niraj Chokshi, "The Most Religious States in America," The Washington Post, 

February 18, 2015, accessed January 12, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/ 
govbeat/wp/2015/02/18/map-the-most-religious-states-in-america/. 

 
8 Rodger Russell, Connection: Understanding Our Mormon Friends and 

Neighbors (CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015), 1. 
 
9 David L. Rowe, I Love Mormons: A New Way to Share Christ with Latter-day 

Saints (Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Books, 2005), 27.  
   
10 Jervis David Payne, "Least Evangelical U.S. Metro Areas," Missiologically 

Thinking, June 2, 2010, accessed December 28, 2016, http://www.jdpayne.org/2010/06 
/02/least-evangelical-u-s-metro-areas/. 
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American continent ‘The Forgotten Sector,’ because historically it has been the least 

evangelized and has the least infrastructure of traditional Christianity in the nation.”11  

Further complicating matters is the substantial time it often takes former LDS 

people to think about Christianity differently, if they ever come that that position at all. 

Lynn Wilder chronicled this difficult journey in her book Unveiling Grace: The Story of 

How We Found Our Way Out of the Mormon Church. “Maybe God heals some new 

believers of blindness and deafness all at once;” Wilder writes, “For me, having been so 

entangled with false teachings for so long—exactly thirty years—it was taking a long 

time.”12 Lisa, my wife, needed more than two years to detangle her Mormon culture from 

biblical Christianity.  

Our fledgling church plant once again lost close to half of its members when we 

moved from a more affluent East Side community to Rose Park. Unlike previous 

transitions, my associate pastor and I devoted nearly all our time to evangelism and 

discipleship to replace the losses.13 Within a brief period, new believers comprised half of 

our local church. One of those new believers joined our efforts to lead people to faith in 

Jesus, and soon our new converts made up 60% of the congregation. We were finally 

growing closer to our pre-plant conviction of growth by conversion.  

 Leading up to the present, our new convert to existing believer ratio stayed 

between 50 and 60%. Of our numerical growth among believers, the new additions either 

                                                
11 Rowe, 27. 
 
12 Lynn K. Wilder, Unveiling Grace: The Story of How We Found Our Way Out 

of the Mormon Church (Grand Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 2013), 226.  
 

13 Evangelism, discipleship, disciple-making can and should be used 
interchangeably. A discussion on this matter is discussed later in this project. From this 
point forward, these three words are used interchangeably.  
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moved into the area looking for a new church body or they were Christians who had 

fallen away from a local church years before and were making a return to the Christian 

walk. Still, most the church would readily state that they had never made a disciple or 

walked alongside another believer to aid in that believer’s Christian maturation process.  

 
The Problem 

 
While most church planting indicators would suggest that Redeeming Life Church 

is doing well, there is a problem. The Bible calls all Christians to make disciples and 

teach them all that Jesus commanded.14  However, there is a significant portion of people 

at Redeeming Life Church who have never made a disciple, and many of them are not 

personally engaged in efforts to do so. From its start, the pastors and a small hand full of 

people have handled much of numerical increase at Redeeming Life Church.  

To further compound the problem, the present culture of Redeeming Life Church 

has little evidence of disciple making by most its Christians. It is not likely that they are 

in rebellion to Scripture, but that they just do not know how to make disciples. Disciples 

who are not making disciples are missing valuable aspects of their growth into mature 

Christianity and are stuck in immature Christian stages. Immature Christianity is likely 

holding back Redeeming Life Church from working properly as God calls all churches. 

Furthermore, if these believers do not have a simple, reproducible approach to making 

disciples, there is a much lower likelihood that the believers of Redeeming Life Church 

will effectively take part with the universal Church in fulfilling the Great Commission. 

 

                                                
14 Matt. 28:18-20. 
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Purpose of the Project 
 

The purpose of this project is to equip a select group of non-experienced disciple-

makers in a disciple-making process.  

This project will work with two groups of people. The first group will entail four 

people at Redeeming Life Church who would say he or she has made a disciple. I will 

provide a two-hour class to teach them the biblical mandate to make disciples and the 

Bible’s definition of a disciple of Jesus Christ. This class will also walk them through 

how to lead a simple Bible study, offer four questions for the discipleship process, and 

give them some basic discipleship methods. Also, I will continue meeting with this group 

through the duration of the project to model how to disciple a disciple-maker. This group 

will serve as the disciple-makers15. 

The second group will be eight to 10 people who self-identify as one who has 

never made a disciple. This group will be the disciples. These men and women will each 

be paired up with a disciple-maker. The disciple-maker will spend eight weeks walking 

the disciple through four disciple-making questions and a simple Bible study.  

While not expected within the timeframe of this project, my long-term desire for 

this project is to initiate a culture of discipleship at Redeeming Life Church. By culture of 

discipleship, I mean disciples becoming disciple-makers, depending on the work of the 

Holy Spirit, reproducing the discipleship process for many generations beyond the initial 

disciples of this project, without depending on me or a highly structured system from the 

leadership of the church. 

                                                
15 While co-trainer or co-facilitator is a more appropriate term, the terms disciple-

maker and disciple will be used to assist in the long-range goal of building a disciple-
making culture at Redeeming Life Church.  
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CHAPTER 2 
	

THEOLOGICAL RATIONALE 

This project assumes the Bible is true. The Bible gives clear mandates that 

disciples of Jesus should make more disciples of Jesus.16 Furthermore, this project trusts 

that the Bible is the highest authority on the matter of disciples and making disciples. 

Therefore, three theological beliefs offer the biblical basis for this project. First, a disciple 

of Jesus hears the voice of Lord and does what he says in the Christian journey toward 

spiritual maturity. Second, a disciple makes reproducing disciples. Moreover third, God 

intends discipleship to happen with other believers within the context of the church.   

 
A Disciple of Jesus Hears the Voice of the Lord and Does What  
He Says in the Christian Journey Toward Spiritual Maturity 

 
The gospel of John tells of an event where Jesus healed a blind man on the 

Sabbath. The healing event happens in the ninth chapter of John, but the connected 

narrative of chapters seven and eight suggest the timing of the event was during or 

shortly after the Feast of Booths.17 As Jesus was defending himself from the accusations 

of the Pharisees in chapter ten, he made a curious statement. 

                                                
16 This mandate is further discussed in the subsequent two sections.  

 
17 John 7:1ff.  
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Jesus said, 

Truly, truly, I say to you, he who does not enter the sheepfold by the door but 
climbs in by another way, that man is a thief and a robber. But he who enters by 
the door is the shepherd of the sheep. To him the gatekeeper opens. The sheep 
hear his voice, and he calls his own sheep by name and leads them out. When he 
has brought out all his own, he goes before them, and the sheep follow him, for 
they know his voice. A stranger they will not follow, but they will flee from him, 
for they do not know the voice of a stranger.18  

 
The Pharisees did not comprehend what Jesus was saying, so Jesus shifted to another 

allegory with sheep. Jesus said in John 10:14, “I am the good shepherd. I know my own 

and my own know me.” Two verses later he referenced other sheep that are not of the 

same fold and said, “I must bring them also, and they will listen to my voice.”  

 On the one hand, Jesus’ allegory is clear. “These details,” writes F. F. Bruce, 

“were familiar to many of Jesus’ hearers; even today they are aptly illustrated by the way 

of a shepherd with his sheep in the Holy Land.”19 Bruce further argues that the pen would 

likely have been a stone enclosure with one door and briars lining the top of the walls. A 

watchman would guard the door, only allowing the shepherds to enter.20 “More flocks 

than one might be accommodated in the same enclosure;” per Bruce, “but all that was 

necessary was for the shepherd to stand at the entrance and call; his own sheep would 

recognize his voice and come to him.”21 In shepherding terms, the shepherd knows his 

sheep, and his sheep know the shepherd. When the shepherd calls, the sheep follow. 

                                                
18 John 10:1-5, English Standard Version. 

 
19 F. F. Bruce, The Gospel of John: Introduction, Exposition, and Notes, Grand 

Rapids (Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing, 1983), 224.  
 

20 Ibid. 
 

21 Bruce, The Gospel of John, 224.  
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 On the other hand, there is much more behind Jesus’ allegory. “It is hard to read 

these words without thinking of several backgrounds,” writes D. A. Carson.22 Carson 

suggests that Ezekiel 34 is the most important backdrop for consideration. God is tough 

on the leaders of Ezekiel’s day for the gross mishandling and lack of care for God’s 

people. “God insists that they are his sheep, his flock.”23 Leon Morris also argues for an 

Old Testament view, writing, “This chapter should be read in light of Old Testament 

passages which castigate shepherds who have failed in their duty (see Jer. 23:1-4; 25:32-

8; Zech. 11, and especially Isa. 56:9-12 and Ezek. 34). God is the Shepherd of Israel (Ps. 

80:1; cf. Ps 23:1; Isa. 40:10f.), which gives the measure of the responsibility of His 

under-shepherds.”24 Jesus was both instructing his people to listen to him as the true 

shepherd while simultaneously blasting the leaders of the day for their disobedience to 

God’s instruction to rightly care for God’s people. If the assigned undershepherds had 

failed, it was because they did not obey God. Jesus was showing the Pharisees their lack 

of obedience as well as his authority over the flock. In both cases, hearing and knowing 

the Lord’s voice and obeying him are in view.  

 If the primary matter of the exchange between Jesus and the Pharisees centered on 

hearing from the Lord and doing what he commanded, it was important the Pharisees 

understood how to hear from the Lord. The same would be true for undershepherds and 

the flock today. Knowing how to recognize the Voice of the Lord is vital. “In the OT,” 

                                                
22 D. A. Carson, The Gospel According to John, The Pillar New Testament 

Commentary (Grand Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing, 1991), 380.  
 

23 Ibid. 
 

24 Leon Morris, The Gospel According to John, The New International 
Commentary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing, 
1971), 498. 
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writes Andreas Köstenberger, “God communicated with his people preeminently through 

the law (which spelled out God’s moral expectations for his people) and the prophets 

(who called people back to obedience to the law). People listened to God’s voice by 

living in conformity with his revealed will.”25 The leaders in the crosshairs of Jesus’ 

rebuke had the Old Testament Voice of the Lord available yet did not recognize it, 

showing them as being outside the flock of God. However, Jesus was calling his people 

by name and charging them to follow his voice, both physically and through the 

revelation of Scripture. “At the present time (from the perspective of the earthly Jesus),” 

continues Köstenberger, “those who desire to follow God should do so by listening to 

Jesus’ words and by obeying his commandments (e.g., 15:10). In the future, God (and 

Jesus) will speak to his own through the Spirit (16:13-15).”26  

 A couple of months after this exchange, during the Feast of Dedication, the Jews 

brought the question up again with Jesus.27 “How long will you keep us in suspense? If 

you are the Christ, tell us plainly” demand the Jews in John 10:24. There is much debate 

if Jesus had or had not divulged his complete identity to them publicly, but Carson argues 

that no matter the answer, the entirety of Jesus’ life, words, and deeds had served to 

inform them.28 However, they had not heard. “The request reveals, somewhat 

pathetically,” jests Köstenberger, “that the entire significance of the preceding good 

                                                
25 Andreas J. Köstenberger, John, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New 

Testament (Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Academic, 2004), 301.  
 

26 Ibid.  
 

27 John 10:22-24.  
 
28 Carson, The Gospel According to John, 392. 
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shepherd discourse had eluded Jesus’ opponents.”29 Jesus responded with the sheep 

allegory once more, saying,  

I told you, and you do not believe. The words that I do in my Father’s name bear 
witness about me, but you do not believe because you are not among my sheep. 
My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me. I give them eternal 
life, and they will never perish, and no one will snatch them out of my hand.30   

 
 A disciple of Jesus is a person who hears and recognizes the Lord’s voice 

through Scripture and the Holy Spirit. Furthermore, this person not only hears Jesus’ 

voice, but he or she follows Jesus. Disciples follow Jesus to salvation. In his discourse 

with the Jews, Jesus said his sheep will have eternal life and shall never perish. However, 

on the journey toward the promised salvation, Jesus gives his disciples the opportunity to 

learn and grow. While salvation is not dependent upon spiritual maturity, the road of 

faithful discipleship leads straight through opportunities for Christian sanctification.  

While much of the Bible speaks of spiritual growth and maturity, few passages 

show the Christian journey like 2 Peter 1:3-15. In his letter to Christians,31 Peter urges his 

brothers and sisters in the faith to follow in the Lord’s leading to both the eternal 

Kingdom and a sanctified life. Verse 3 says, “His divine power has granted to us all 

things that pertain to life and godliness.” Toward the conclusion of the road map, Peter 

reminded his readers, “For in this way there will be richly provided for you an entrance 

into the eternal kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.”32 Peter was not arguing 

that the instructions between these bookends earn an entry into the kingdom, but that 

                                                
29 Köstenberger, 311.  
 
30 John 10:25b-28, italics added.  

 
31 2 Pet. 1:1.  
 
32 2 Pet. 1:11.  
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entry has already been granted at the call and promise of Jesus. He further stirred up his 

readers and reminded them that in doing what Jesus says, a disciple might be a partaker 

of the divine nature.33 The body of this section of Scripture shows a growth pattern, 

starting with faith. As a disciple begins to hear from the Lord and follow him, Scripture 

tells the disciple to supplement that faith with virtue. Then he or she adds knowledge, 

then self-control, and so on. Eventually, Scripture calls the disciple to learn to love. These 

supplements are learned and practiced qualities in the discipleship journey, but there are 

consequences for those who do not follow Jesus toward Christian maturity. “For whoever 

lacks these qualities,” wrote Peter, “is so nearsighted that he is blind, having forgotten 

that he was cleansed from his former sins. Therefore, brothers, be all the more diligent to 

confirm your calling and election, for if you practice these qualities you will never fall.”34 

 A disciple of Jesus recognizes the voice of the Lord and knows him. Jesus stands 

and calls to the disciple to follow him, just as a shepherd calls out to his sheep. Then, like 

the shepherd leading the flock to excellent things the sheep need, Jesus leads his disciples 

into Christian maturity, if they follow him. The sanctification roadmap Peter offered to 

his readers is an unadorned picture of the journey Jesus offers to his disciples. Peter’s 

words in verse 8 should still stir disciples today. They read, “For if these qualities are 

yours and are increasing, they keep you from being ineffective or unfruitful in the 

knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.”35 To learn more about Jesus means faithfully 

walking the journey he has put before his people.  
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A Disciple of Jesus Makes Reproducing Disciples 

 
Jesus, the good shepherd, indicated that more sheep were coming into his fold.36 

Moreover, Jesus said, “The Son of Man came to seek and to save the lost,”37 suggesting 

his mission was to grow his flock. Then, before his ascension to heaven, Jesus 

commissioned his disciples to join him in his mission. Matthew 28:18-20 reads, 

And Jesus came and said to them, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been 
given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the 
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to 
observe all that I have commanded you. And behold, I am with you always, to the 
end of the age.”38 
 

If there was any doubt that Jesus desired that his disciples make more disciples, he made 

similar commissioning statements in all four gospels and the book of Acts.39 Two 

questions demand an answer: (1) to which disciples did Jesus give this command, and (2) 

what does it mean to make a disciple.  

“Some argue,” writes Dave Earley, “that the Great Commission was only binding 

on the handful of disciples who originally heard it, but that is not possible. God has been 

evangelistically interested in all nations since the beginning of time.”40 Earley goes on to 
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show his readers the cornucopia of Old Testament missionaries God sent to the lost 

people around them.41 Jonah serves as one of the best examples.  

Authors and scholars like Warren Haynes and D.A. Carson root who received the 

commission in the definition of a disciple. Haynes writes, “Simply put, a disciple is 

someone who follows Jesus and influences others to follow Him. A disciple is a person 

who emulates His Life, wears His words, and embodies His mission.”42 Therefore, if the 

first disciples given the commission of Jesus were to live like Jesus on Jesus’ mission, 

every next disciple they made would have the same need to join Jesus in his mission. The 

succeeding disciples would have the same need to be like the first generation of disciples 

who were striving to be like Christ. Paul affirmed this thinking when he said, “Be 

imitators of me, as I am of Christ.”43 Carson argues that Jesus commissioned eleven or a 

larger group of people, but then states, “Either way, it is binding on all Jesus’ disciples to 

make others what they themselves are—disciples of Jesus Christ.”44 Additionally, Carson 

defines disciples as “those who hear, understand, and obey Jesus’ teaching.”45  

The most compelling argument that Jesus wants all disciples to make disciples is 

in Paul’s second letter to Timothy. “You then, my child,” Paul instructed Timothy, “be 

strengthened by the grace that is in Christ Jesus, and what you have heard from me in the 
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presence of many witnesses entrust to faithful men who will be able to teach others 

also.”46 George Knight III contends that what Timothy heard from Paul was the teaching 

of Christ.47 In a letter to the Church in Corinth, Paul argued that his writing was a 

command from the Lord;48 therefore, it is reasonable that what Timothy heard from Paul 

was all the things Jesus commanded. “[I]t comes as no surprise,” writes Knight, “that 

what [Paul] has done throughout his ministry he now requires Timothy to do, i.e., to see 

that the teaching be faithfully entrusted to ‘faithful men.’”49 Paul faithfully taught 

Timothy all that Jesus commanded and then Paul instructed Timothy to teach others to do 

all that Jesus commanded, to include passing on the instruction to make more disciples. 

Jesus’ commission in Matthew 28 applies to all disciples of Jesus.  

Next, Jesus commanded all his disciples to make disciples. However, some 

approach making disciples as either the first half of Jesus’ commission or the latter half. 

In this dichotomy, making disciples either becomes leading non-believing people to make 

a first-time commitment to follow Jesus (often called evangelism), or it becomes teaching 

the person who has made a faith commitment all the things Jesus commanded (typically 

identified as discipleship). When this break dissembles Matthew 28:18-20, it is easy to 

come to a false understanding that evangelism and discipleship are different—soul-

winning and Sunday school are not teammates, missional communities and small groups 
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are at odds. However, Matthew 28:18-20 does not make this break. Jesus instructed 

disciples to make disciples, and in that process, a new disciple should be both baptized 

and taught all that Jesus commanded. These two things are parts of one commission.  

Bobby Harrington and Alex Absalom definitionally combine evangelism and 

discipleship, writing, “Discipleship is helping people trust and follow Jesus.”50 

Discipleship with a lost person will help that individual grow closer to Jesus, just as 

discipleship with a person who has followed Jesus for three years will help him or her 

trust Jesus more, and follow Jesus more closely. “Making disciples isn’t just how we 

learn to be a Christian—and then it’s over;” writes Harrington and Josh Patrick, “It 

begins before our conversion and continues for the rest of our life as a follower of 

Jesus!”51  They further argue that Jesus discipled Peter, James, John, and others before 

they professed Jesus as Lord and continued to do so long afterward.52 The difference 

between evangelism and discipleship does not rest in the disciple-maker, but in the 

disciple. While it is okay to distinguish between efforts directed at lost people and 

Christians, it is not okay to call only one or the other a fulfillment of the Great 

Commission when both are required, and in many ways, the same. Furthermore, if a 

disciple is a person who hears from Jesus and does what he says, a person making no 

effort to make disciples is not doing what Jesus says and might not be a disciple. 
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Disciples of Jesus make disciples who make disciples or at least engage in disciple-

making efforts.  

 
God Intended Discipleship to Happen with Other  

Believers in the Context of the Church  
 

The trend to forgo gathering with the local church is not new. Some immature 

disciples that think they might only make disciples of Jesus and toss out the rest of the 

work of the local church have much in common with those among the early church 

mentioned in Hebrews 10:25. It would seem that they too missed the importance of the 

church. The author of Hebrews wrote, “[L]et us consider how to stir up one another to 

love good works, not neglecting to meet together, as is the habit of some, but encouraging 

one another, and all the more as you see the Day drawing near.”53 The church is an 

important part of making disciples and teaching them all that Jesus commanded. 

Ephesians 4:1-16 makes it clear that our brothers and sisters in the church are necessary 

to help us grow into maturity. Therefore, if a disciple is reproducing disciples, the church 

is crucial for every disciple to grow into Christian maturity. 

 Paul’s instruction in Ephesians 4 opens with unity in mind. Paul reminded the 

Church in Ephesus of who they were in Christ, but also that they were not alone in Christ. 

“Because of the new position in Christ both individually and corporately,” writes Harold 

Hoehner, “unity should exist among the believers in Christ. Paul, therefore, exhorts them 

to maintain this unity.”54 Paul said they should walk with humility, gentleness, and 

patience as they were bearing with one another in love and should remain eager to keep a 
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bond of peace between them.55 Characteristics like these are difficult to learn in isolation. 

“In effect,” writes Peter O’Brien, “the readers are being urged to cultivate the graces that 

were seen in perfection in Christ.”56 Both the universal Church and the local church is 

God’s deliberate community in which his people should learn many aspects of the mature 

Christian life, but this is not the only contribution the local church offers toward 

individual discipleship. A disciple should not ask what the Church can give to the 

disciple, but also what the disciple can give to the Church. This approach is how a 

disciple will grow into maturity with the Church, principally with a local church.  

  Next, Paul moved to a discussion about the gifted individuals God gives to the 

Church. Ephesians 4:4-11 lists the roles of these gifts, but these gifts are different from 

the gifts given to each believer. “While in 1 Corinthians 12:4-11 the ‘varieties of gifts’ 

are the diverse ministries allocated by the Spirit and the ability to exercise them,” writes 

O’Brien, “here the gifts are the persons themselves, ‘given’ by the ascended Christ to his 

people to enable them to function and develop as they should.”57 Paul identified them as 

“apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the shepherds and teachers.”58 He further stated 

that the immediate purpose of this these gifts is to “equip the saints for the work of the 

ministry, for building up the body of Christ.” There need not be any reason to create a 

professional class of Christian from this gift list. According to Hoehner, “[T]o make such 

a distinction between clergy and laity goes against the thrust of this passage that promotes 
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unity in the body of Christ.”59 Instead, the gifted individuals listed have a responsibility 

to help the entire body to engage in the work of the ministry, which Hoehner contends is 

serving Jesus by serving people.60 Serving Jesus by serving people, then, leads to 

building up the body of Christ. Bruce suggests that the use of ‘building up’ language 

comes from the architectural figure in Ephesians 2:21-2261 in which the saints are “being 

built together into a dwelling place for God by the spirit.”62  Equipping the saints and 

building up the body, however, are merely the means to reach the end goal—the entire 

body of Christ growing into Christian maturity as disciples of Jesus, together. 

  “Having established that the gifted people were given to the church for the 

immediate purpose of preparing all the saints to minister for the building up of the body 

of Christ,” says Hoehner, “Paul explains the need for the process to continue until 

attaining the goal that believers mature to the measure of the fullness of Christ.”63 In 

verse 13, Paul says the building up happens until “we all attain to the unity of the faith 

and of the knowledge of the Son of God,”64 and in verse 14 he says it is “so that we may 

no longer be children.”65 Paul desired to see the Church working together toward the 
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common purpose of maturity. In verse 15 he wrote, “we are to grow up in every way into 

him who is the head into Christ.”66 As each Christian grows, he or she is still only a part 

of the Church, playing his or her part within a fully functioning local church. “Paul’s 

focus is on the growth of the body as a whole,” writes O’Brien, “not on the need for 

individuals to become mature in Christ, however necessary this may be.”67 The individual 

is not outside of Paul’s view, however. Although Paul compares a mature church to a 

body with all its joints and parts working properly, the individual parts grow and develop 

within the function of the body. Each person in the body is growing toward Christian 

maturity alongside the others doing the same, playing his or her God-given part. 

Following Paul’s plea for unity, verse 14 shows us why. Paul wrote that it is “so that we 

may no longer be children, tossed to and fro by the waves and carried about by every 

wind of doctrine, by human cunning, by craftiness in deceitful schemes.”68 God’s 

intention is that disciples of Christ will learn and grow best within the church; therefore, 

it is within the unity of the local church that discipleship should happen. Disciple-making 

is a team sport, and the local church is the team.  
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CHAPTER 3 
	

THEORETICAL PRESUPPOSITIONS  

Disciples of Jesus hear from the Lord and do what he says. In doing what Jesus 

says, disciples make more disciples. Jesus said he would build his Church,69 and in 

conjunction with the Church, disciples grow into Christian maturity. It is the disciple’s 

job to make disciples, not build the Church; yet, a survey through most Christian book 

stores suggests a huge interest in local church-building. Even books on evangelism and 

discipleship tend to keep local church-building in view. It is a challenging paradox given 

that discipleship should happen within the Church. What is a disciple to do?  

Disciples of Jesus are to obey the Great Commission the best he or she can. “In 

obedience to this Great Commission,” writes Steve Smith and Ying Kai, “each of us 

must have a way to witness, disciple, start groups or churches, develop leaders, and 

mobilize other believers to do the same. Otherwise, our ministry is just theories that 

sometimes get implemented.”70 The church, filled with uniquely gifted people, serves as 

a way to live as Christians, but each person within the church must play his or her part. 

While not every disciple will start a church or develop other leaders, every disciple is 

called to make more disciples. Therefore, every disciple must understand how to make 
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disciples successfully and biblically, and the structure of the local church must aid in this 

process. Three theoretical ideas shape this project. First, a confident and competent 

person is better equipped to engage in disciple-making. Confidence does not mean that he 

or she is confident in his or her powers of persuasion or seminary training. A successful 

disciple learns confidence and competence in both understanding the Word of God as 

well as sharing it with lost people through modeling, coaching, and practice. Second, if 

disciples are to make disciples who can make disciples, reproducibility is important. A 

clear and simple discipleship process is easier to reproduce. Finally, a sustainable culture 

of discipleship needs alignment across all the ministries of the local church. Discipleship 

is a team sport, and the team must be working together toward the same goals.     

 
A Confident and Competent Person is Better Equipped to  

Engage in Disciple-Making Efforts 
 

In a 2011 study of nursing students in Ireland, researchers evaluated the effect of 

self-confidence on first year nursing students. The subjects of this study were trained in 

theoretical practices and then observed in the clinical setting. Patricia Chesser-Smyth and 

Tony Long discovered that as self-confidence developed, “motivation toward academic 

achievement increased. Conversely, self-confidence was quickly eroded by poor 

preceptor attitudes, lack of communication, and feeling undervalued.”71 Self-confidence 

is important in the nursing field because “[it] is integral to effective decision-making” 

argue Chesser-Smyth and Long; “Yet, Jahanpour et al. (2010) indicated that new 

graduates were unable to demonstrate clinical decision-making skills due to low levels of 
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self-confidence.”72 It is not much of a stretch to think the same might be true of disciples 

who learn various disciple-making skills in a theoretical setting and then are expected to 

venture into the real-world clinical setting. Could it be that followers of Jesus struggle to 

make disciples because they lack self-confidence?  

 Often, discipleship is like spiritual parenting. As Jim Putman and Bobby 

Harrington illustrate in their book, DiscipleShift, there comes a time when an actual child 

grows into adulthood and eventually has children of his or her own.73 The good parent 

raises up a child to be a parent. The best parents positively impact grandchildren and 

great grandchildren through teaching their children how to parent well. In his book 

Hearts, Heads, & Hands, David Sills compares parenting to developing reproducing 

generations of disciple-makers. “In the beginning,” writes Sills, “virtually every decision 

that is made is the prerogative of the parent: when to eat, what to eat, what to wear, 

etc.”74 A young child is like a new disciple. Putman and Harrington say that a new 

believer “need[s] the truths of the Christian faith taught and modeled for them.”75 

However, the child eventually must start making decisions in the real world; the freshman 

nursing students in Ireland soon enter the clinical setting and must start making decisions. 

To this stage of physical life and parenting, Sills says, “[T]he day comes in the life of the 

child when the parent allows the child to decide whether to wear the red shirt or the blue 
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one, whether to wear a dress or blue jeans, or whether to have toast or cereal.” There is 

much in common between the developing child and a growing disciple. Comparing this 

stage of life to the growing disciple, Putman and Harrington share some needs of the 

developing disciple. They write,  

First, they need a place where they can learn how to serve. They need a spiritual 
mentor who will coach and debrief them on their ministry experiences. They need 
deep, ongoing relationships with people who offer encouragement and 
accountability. They often need help establishing boundaries. They need guidance 
in responding to the expectations of people they serve. They need help identifying 
their gifts and receiving skills training. When they get hurt, and they will, they 
need to process the pain so they don’t become disillusioned and cynical.76  

 
As a disciple works through these needs with his or her disciple-maker, confidence and 

competence in the Christian walk grow. The same applies to an actual growing child. 

“Eventually,” writes Sills, “the parent has taught and guided the child so well that the 

child can responsibly make the decisions of life with little direct guidance from the 

parent.”77 When a child has grown into an adult, he or she is ready to start having 

children. When a disciple has grown beyond spiritual childhood, it is time to start 

reproducing him or herself as a disciple of Jesus. Disciples of Jesus make disciples. As 

first-time parents, the first-time disciple-maker continues to learn and grow through the 

process of disciple-making. It is for this reason that continued discipleship should happen 

until the new disciple has fully discipled another person who has started making another 

disciple. Like a new parent, there is still much help the grandparent can offer in the 

learning process. However, much of the parenting lessons happened through modeling 

and coaching through the many years the child was growing. If done well, a child will 
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have ample opportunities to learn and grow confident in his or her own decision making 

with the changing involvement of the parent. The same should be true of Christian 

discipleship.   

In his book, Making Disciples, Ralph Moore shares a story about how he was 

discipled in the art of auto body work. His first project was a Mustang, and it did not go 

well do to his lack of skill and confidence. Then a man who worked on Ferraris and 

Lamborghinis took Moore under his care. Step one was to read a book on auto body work 

and discuss it together. Step two included the guy taking Moore into the shop to show 

him something about what he had just read. They would talk about it, and the mentor 

would answer any questions. Moore was then encouraged to try some of the techniques 

with close supervision and coaching. “Finally,” writes Moore, “he advised me to buy a 

couple clunker cars, I could learn from the book, from his supervision and from hands-on 

experiments where I couldn’t do too much damage.”78 Eventually, Moore was confident 

and capable enough to work on much nicer cars, even flipping them and making some 

money. Along the way, Moore got more than cars. “I have to say,” reflects Moore, “I 

learned much about how to make disciples from this car restoration expert. I had 

somehow missed the hands-on part of the process—even when I read about it in the Bible 

and although I already had lots of experience with disciple making over the years.”79 As 

Moore developed a greater competence coupled with confidence in his abilities through 

hands-on practice, it seems he was more capable and confident to do auto body work on 

his own. He might also have taught others to do the same.  
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   Dave Ferguson and Jon Ferguson developed a simple discipleship paradigm that 

puts words and steps to Moore’s auto body discipleship experience:  

(1) I do. You watch. We talk. 
(2) I do. You help. We talk.  
(3) You do. I help. We talk. 
(4) You do. I watch. We talk.  
(5) You do. Someone else watches.80 

 
This simple hands-on discipleship process helps develop confidence and competence at 

the same time. Both Pastors Putman and Harrington use this method of discipleship in 

their respective churches. “The leadership apprentice model,” Putman and Harrington 

write, “can be replicated in every ministry in a church, from hospital visitation to 

children’s ministry to the role of senior pastor (training an associate or church planter).”81 

Moore is a pastor and practices this method in his church too. He calls it “homework 

beyond the book. This is the hands-on part of the process.”82 Practice not only solidifies 

the cognitive information, it also builds confidence and helps in the disciple-making 

process. According to Moore, practice is a key aspect of the learning process and helps 

move the disciple to become a disciple-maker. “Each disciple ought to be able to relate 

how his or her life lessons are working out in the lives of his or her own disciples;” he 

writes, “Practicing what we learn helps us to really learn it.”83 David Garrison writes 

about missionaries in Church Planting Movements using a similar approach he calls 
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M.A.W.L., meaning, “Model, Assist, Watch, and Leave.”84 Robert Logan and Tara 

Miller call their comparable approach “I/You.”85 Like all the discipleship methods above, 

theirs starts with the disciple watching a disciple-maker doing a task, sharing the gospel, 

or any number of other things. The disciple then progresses through a path that eventually 

leads him or her to confidently reproducing the process with another person. Payne 

advocates for any of these plans for discipleship because they mirror Jesus’ discipleship 

methods. “A brief examination of the approach to leadership development,” argues 

Payne, “reveals the following: (1) he modeled the desired task, (2) he taught the concepts 

for knowledge attainment, (3) he sent them out for on-the-job training, (4) he continued 

to teach and correct them following their field-based training, (5) he empowered them to 

raise up other leaders from the harvest, and (6) he removed himself so the Twelve could 

accomplish more than he could.”86 While Jesus’ ability in Payne’s step number six is 

debatable, Jesus’ pathway for discipleship is the base for all these other systems. They all 

include modeling and coaching that includes practice, and all seek to build both 

confidence and competence in the disciple.  
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A Clear and Simple Discipleship Process is Easier to Reproduce 
 

Surveying 400 Southern Baptist churches and an additional 100 churches from a 

wide variety of other denominations,87 Thom Rainer and Eric Geiger discovered, that 

“the healthiest churches in American tended to have a simple process for making 

disciples.”88 They also learned that the simple process was clear, easy to move through 

and that the entire church aligned everything else around it.89 Simplicity and clarity are 

the keys.  

Simplicity is juxtaposed with the growing complexity of our rapidly changing 

world. Much of the world connects through advancing technology. More information is 

available than ever before. Pocket devices contain Bibles and sermons and seminary 

classes and commentary and scholarship, everywhere, and often for little to no cost; 

however, discipleship seems hardly impacted by the smattering of more information. 

“Ironically,” write Rainer and Geiger, “people are hungry for simple because the world 

has become much more complex.”90 To prove their point, Rainer and Geiger offer the 

highly successful products of Apple, Google, Southwest Airlines, Papa John’s, graphic 

designers, and interior decorators as evidence. Apple simplified the mouse and phone 

interface down to one button. Google simplified internet searching with one entry box on 

an uncluttered web page. Southwest Airlines stripped away seat assignments, simplified 

boarding groups, dumped hubs, and minimized food choices. Papa John’s tries to do only 
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one thing extremely well with simple products and a simple menu. Graphic designers and 

interior decorators kill complexity for the wildly popular simple.91 Many successful 

businesses have found huge profits by offering simplicity to a complex world. It is what 

people want and need, so much so that they pay huge sums of money for it. Discipleship 

can also benefit from simplicity. Rainer and Geiger have discovered that “[c]hurches with 

a simple process for reaching and maturing people are expanding the kingdom. Church 

leaders who have designed a simple biblical process to make disciples are effectively 

advancing the movement of the gospel. Simple churches are making a big impact.”92 

Simplicity does not mean a lack of depth. Simplicity is not equal to dumbed 

down. Something can be simple and profound at the same time. “Paul passed on to 

Timothy truths that were so profound that he would not forget them,” argues Neil Cole. 

“They gripped his life and never left him. At the same time, however, the things Paul 

passed on were simple enough that Timothy could in turn pass them on to others who 

could then pass them on to others.”93 Simplicity has many advantages—chief among 

them is reproducibility.  

 The developers of the T4T discipleship system, Smith and Kai, keep discipleship 

and evangelism tremendously simple. Smith recounts how he teaches new believers to 

share the gospel with their neighbors, friends, and co-workers. He does not share four or 

five methods. Instead, he offers one simple gospel lesson and asks them to write it down 

word for word. The lesson is no more than two pages. Then, the students must teach that 
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same, simple presentation of the gospel to five other people, practicing the simple 

presentation as well as teaching it to others.94 Simplicity is Smith’s philosophy, and his 

methods have proven highly reproducible. “New believers need just ONE way to do 

things in the beginning;” Smith argues, “If you give them more than one way, they get 

confused and do neither well.”95   

No matter the system, one or multiple methods, Harrington contends that any 

discipleship method should provide tools simple enough anyone can use, a plan clear 

enough anyone can understand, and a process anyone can reproduce. With a discipleship 

method containing simple tools, a clear plan, and a reproducible process, any disciple can 

be a disciple-maker.96 Jim Putman, a disciple-making pastor, says having a program or 

system for raising up disciples is a must. It is the pastors’ and leaders’ responsibility to 

develop a system for the local church. “The simpler, more deliberate, and more 

intentional that process,” states Putman, “the less time wasted.”97  

 Jesus’s example is the foundation upon which much of Payne builds his simple 

discipleship and church planting philosophy. Payne sees that “[Jesus’] missionary activity 

was relational, simple, and highly reproducible—all necessary characteristics for the 

simple, uneducated Galileans to continue after the ascension.”98 Payne, a scholar who is 

critical of most North American church planting methods, often finds that most of them 
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are neither simple nor reproducible.99 The only way Jesus’ global mission will reach the 

ends of the earth is if church planters discard highly trained teams from afar and instead 

adopt flexible systems that those they are reaching with the gospel can reproduce. 

According to Payne, all church planting approaches are reproducible, but the more 

technical and complex, the more arduous and expensive to reproduce. Furthermore, the 

more demanding the system is to reproduce, the less likely any church plant can 

reproduce itself. Conversely, the simpler the method, the more reproducible.100 Simplicity 

and reproducibility are vital to church-planting.101 The same applies to discipleship.  

 Simplicity alone is not necessarily more reproducible or healthy. As Rainer and 

Geiger found among healthy churches, the church coupled simplicity with clarity.102 

Clarity, as defined by Rainer and Geiger, is “the ability of the process to be 

communicated and understood by the people.”103 They elaborate by teaching that clarity 

requires definition, illustration, measurement, and discussion. Definition is the creation of 

clear terms and expectations that are free from ambiguity. Good illustration means others 

can visualize whatever is communicated as well as the expected outcome. When others 

can visualize something, they are more likely to remember it and reproduce it. Being able 

to measure the expected outcome helps demonstrate if the achieved outcome or if the 

process is missing the mark. Finally, for clarity to remain, the hearers must be able to 
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discuss it and, it should permeate the fabric of the group’s collective understanding.104 If 

the ‘it’ here is a discipleship process, then the disciple and disciple-maker alike should 

understand the biblical terms and expected outcomes. They should foresee a mature 

Christian that is reproducing disciples. As they evaluate the process, there should be a 

tangible transformation. At some point, the disciple should easily and readily speak the 

language of a disciple-maker.  

 Will Mancini argues that clarity works like a catalyst for movement, that is, 

organic, unforced, forward action. “In this way,” states Mancini, “clarity becomes critical 

for shaping culture. It does not force ideas, values, attitudes, and actions onto people but 

allows them to be naturally captured. It speeds up the process of enculturation.”105 Clarity 

helps hearers see uniqueness and direction. It puts meaning in work and invites synergy. 

With clarity, success is definable, the focus is sustainable, leadership is credible, and 

uncertainty is approachable. Enthusiasm is transferable through clarity.106 If a 

discipleship process is going to be easily reproducible, it must not only be simple; it must 

be clear.   

 
A Sustainable Culture of Discipleship Requires Alignment  

Across All Ministries of the Local Church 
 

 As Rainer and Geiger saw clear, simplicity in discipleship as the key to healthy 

churches, they also noted that these healthy churches aligned themselves around a simple 
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discipleship process.107  “Alignment,” as they define it, “is the arrangement of all 

ministries and staff around the same simple process. Alignment to the process means that 

all ministry departments submit and attach themselves to the same overreaching 

process.”108 The process the church must be aligned around is discipleship. Jeff Iorg, a 

veteran church planter agrees, although his wording would say the purpose of the church 

is to be a transformational community aligned around the Great Commission.109 Putman 

and Harrington say, “Discipleship should be the core focus for the church,” and they 

further argue that “The church exists to make disciples who make disciples.”110  

 Rainer and Geiger found that churches lacking alignment around a common 

purpose had many sub-ministries working toward different goals. In these situations, the 

leaders of each sub-ministry were only passionate about the ministry he or she led. Too 

Many purposes tugged on the entire church, and everyone competed for volunteers, 

resources, and attention.111 The implication is that these churches were doing many things 

but nothing well. Their research also found, “Alignment is essential to being a simple 

church. Without alignment, complexity is certain.”112 Also, they learned that all churches 

naturally drift out of alignment, but those with intentionality and a clear, simple vision 
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toward one primary mission continued to return to alignment and therefore continued to 

fulfill the purpose they believed God gave their church.113  

 Mancini likens alignment to a team of horses attached to a large metal ring. As a 

church looks at the stages of alignment, they will find the horses hooked up and pulling 

in different ways. In the local church, each of these ‘horses’ represents a different 

ministry program. In the ‘confusion’ stage, it is like having eight horses all pulling in a 

different direction from the others. Thus, each horse is pulling against the others, and 

there is absolutely no movement. In what Mancini calls the ‘communication’ phase, the 

horses are not yet pulling in the same direction, but they are pulling within an 180-degree 

arc. Movement happens, but it is unfocused. As each ministry starts working together, the 

arc gets narrower, and the horses are spending less energy working against each other. 

Finally, as each ministry is working in the same direction toward the same mission, they 

enter the ‘collaboration’ phase.114 Mancini notes that one horse can pull 1,000 pounds, 

but two pulling in the same direction can pull 2,600. “[T]here is a 30 percent increase in 

efficiency. Thus, the math is more like one plus one equals three.”115 This math is 

alignment. While simple, this illustration serves to demonstrate how much more fruitful a 

church could be when all ministries align in the same direction.  

Bill Hull, a leader in discipleship strategy, advocates that a church’s aligned 

ministries should be about discipleship. He has watched the church in America separate 

evangelism from discipleship, and then make both optional add-ons to the mission of the 
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church. However, the disciple of Jesus greatly misses the power and magnitude of the 

gospel when this happens. Also, the church grows less dependent on God to grow and 

sustain the church. “[T]he disciple-making church is indeed a force to be reckoned with,” 

blasts Hull, “but I must say that in the United States, our discipleship sloth has made us a 

new mission field.”116 The problem is a lack of alignment around discipleship, and the 

result is a shrinking church in America. Hull’s solution is churchocentric alignment 

through the church. “In churchocentric discipling,” writes Hull, “corporate teamwork 

exists among the body of Christ. Outreach occurs through the different gifts of the entire 

church, rather than a small portion of the congregation. Though some people are verbally 

strong, while others play a support role, all work together for the common goal.”117 In 

contrast, Harrington and Absalom suggest that it does not have to be about being 

outspoken or serving a support role, but instead it is about relational spaces. When the 

church’s mission is aligned in all the various social spaces, public Sunday services, 

missional communities, small groups, one-on-one, and even alone time with God, each 

person’s gifts is best utilized, and the mission of discipleship can thrive and reproduce 

itself.118 In any case, the key is church alignment around the mission of discipleship.
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CHAPTER 4 
	

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 

The goal of this project is for a group of people at Redeeming Life Church to start 

the process of making disciples. The project participants will be eight to 10 people at 

Redeeming Life Church who have never made a disciple, four people who have, at least 

in-part, made a disciple, and me as the director of the project. I will carefully select the 

four-person disciple-maker group. Together with this group, we will recruit the eight to 

10-person group of disciples. After this project, some of the disciple group will be ready 

to start discipling others.  

 
Objective for Participants  

 
There are three objectives for the disciple group. First, at least eight participants 

have studied the Bible for eight weeks using a simple Bible study method. The second is 

that a minimum of six participants can articulate one or more changes in thinking or 

action based on the Word of God within the period of the project. Moreover, the third 

objective is that at least two participants begin leading a simple Bible study with another 

person within the period of the project.  

There are also three objectives for the disciple-makers. The first is that all the 

disciple-makers can articulate a definition of a biblical disciple in his or her own words 

and has taught the disciples assigned to him or her to do the same. Second, all the 

disciple-makers can identify at least one way in which discipling others has contributed
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 to his or her discipleship journey with Jesus. Finally, all the disciple-makers have 

identified at least one other person he or she anticipates discipling after the conclusion of 

this project.  

 
Candidate Objectives 

 
In addition to the objectives for the participants of this project, that is, the 

disciple-makers and the disciples, I have three candidate objectives. First, I will have 

grown in my capacity to trust my judgment on matters of leadership at Redeeming Life 

Church. Church planting in Utah is challenging, and few pastors have successfully started 

a self-sustaining, self-governing, and self-replicating church in Salt Lake County over the 

past 30 years. Also, our church is seeking to raise up indigenous leaders from within our 

church to plant new churches or assume the pastoral leadership duties of Redeeming Life 

Church as I move to another area to repeat the process. Rarely do locals plant indigenous 

churches in Utah, and few, if any, leave examples to follow. These challenges have 

exacted a toll on my leadership confidence that this project may reverse. The second 

objective is that I will have developed the confidence to design and implement a 

reproducible system for simple discipleship making on a church-wide scale at Redeeming 

Life Church and other future church plants. Furthermore, the final objective is that I have 

realized my capacity to write well. 
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CHAPTER 5 
	

PROJECT PROCEDURES AND METHODS 

The goal of this project to see Christians at Redeeming Life Church who have 

never made a disciple start the process of making disciples. The project is designed in 

two phases. Phase one is directed at the disciple-makers. After the disciple-makers are 

selected from within the Redeeming Life Church congregation, I will provide them with a 

two-hour class. The first part of the class will seek to solidify their understanding of the 

biblical mandate that disciples of Jesus make disciples. The Bible will be our guide. In 

addition, the disciple-makers will learn the biblical definition of a disciple.  

In the next part of the class, I will teach the disciple-makers the methods of a 

simple Bible study. This simplified method comes from Howard Hendricks’ approach 

outlined in his book, Living by the Book: The Art and Science of Reading the Bible.119 

The three primary questions of the simple Bible study method are: (1) What do you see? 

(2) What does it mean? and (3) What am I going to do with this truth? I will model this 

method for them during the class and in subsequent meetings. The disciple-makers will 

also learn four simple discipleship questions derived from Ralph Moore’s approach
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 as indicated in his book Making Disciples: Developing Lifelong Followers of Jesus.120 

These questions are: (1) How are you doing? (2) What is God showing you in the Bible? 

(3) What are you going to do about what God has shown you? and (4) How are your 

disciples doing in their ministry to others? Typically, the Bible study questions will 

answer the second and third discipleship questions, but not always. The fourth question is 

likely going to be difficult for the disciples; however, the nature of the question drives 

home the point that every disciple should make disciples. Should any disciple not yet be a 

committed follower of Jesus, this question will be used to teach the importance of 

faithfully following Jesus and the importance of sharing the good news of Jesus Christ. 

However, the disciple-maker should modify the fourth question at his or her discretion. I 

will print both the simple Bible study questions and the four discipleship questions on 

bookmarks121 with extra room for notes to help all the participants during phase two.  

The class will conclude with a discussion of some best disciple-making practices, 

a time for questions, and a challenge that the disciple-makers begin reading Moore’s 

Making Disciples: Developing Lifelong Followers of Jesus and Discipleship 

Uncomplicated by Warren Haynes122 during phase two. Because I believe these books 

will serve to encourage and excite the disciple-makers well beyond the duration of the 

project, I will provide them with free copies.  

                                                
120 Ralph Moore, Making Disciples: Developing Lifelong Followers of Jesus, 

(Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Books, 2012).  
 
121 See Appendix 1. 
  
122 Warren Haynes, Discipleship Uncomplicated (Franklin, Tenn: Carpenter’s Son 

Publishing, 2016). 
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Following the class, the disciple-makers and I will work together to begin the 

recruitment process for phase two. Participants will come from within the Redeeming 

Life congregation, regular attendees, or any non-Christian or non-churched people with 

which the disciple-makers have fostered a relationship. I will pair men with male 

disciple-makers and women with female disciple-makers. Each disciple-maker will 

coordinate the times and whereabouts of the meetings.  

As this process gets underway, I will work to align Redeeming Life Church 

within the core mission of discipleship. Redeeming Life Church will give this project its 

full support, to include announcement time, space in the bulletin, and any other means of 

recruitment. I will also do all I can to shape the calendar at Redeeming Life Church 

around discipleship and this project. Sermons will include a strong emphasis on 

discipleship. Existing small groups will be encouraged to include discussions on 

discipleship. Lay leaders and pastors from other churches may be invited to offer classes 

on best discipleship practices. I may suspend other church related-events if they do not 

align with the objective of making disciples.  

Phase two should begin two weeks after the phase one class. During phase two, 

the disciple-makers will meet once per week with their identified disciples. These 

meetings should be about an hour in length. During these meetings, the disciple-makers 

will ask the disciples the four discipleship questions and engage in a discussion based on 

the answers. Together, they will also work through a chapter of a book of the Bible using 

the simple Bible study method. Most likely, the book will be John although this decision 

will remain with the disciple-maker. The pair will pray together too. Bookmarks will be 

available to help the disciple-makers. Phase two will run for eight weeks.  
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I will meet with each disciple-maker at least once per week during phase two. 

During our meetings, we will continue working through a book of the Bible, and I will 

ask the disciple-makers each of the four discipleship questions. We will pray for the 

disciples as well as for the disciple-makers. Finally, I will be available to answer any 

questions and offer any coaching should the disciple-maker need assistance. 
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CHAPTER 6 
	

EVALUATION CRITERIA AND INSTRUMENTS 

The long-term goal of this project is to see sustainable cultures of discipleship 

reproduced many times by the people of Redeeming Life Church. My hope is that many 

disciples will make many more disciples, resulting in more churches planted, changing 

Salt Lake City and the West for many generations. Unfortunately, it may take years to see 

the full results of this project. The time constraints of this project will only allow me to 

evaluate the initial results during the period of this project. Journals, personal 

observation, a recruitment survey, and a post-project survey will serve to measure the 

success of this project.  

First, I will record my observations and feelings from the recruitment process of 

phase one through the final post-project survey. My journal will include every project-

related interaction with the disciple-makers. I will look for signs of growth toward 

biblical maturity among the disciple-makers. Signs of their ability to reproduce the 

discipleship process apart from my help and guidance will be my focal point. Also, I will 

regularly write my reflections on my decision-making process as I lead Redeeming Life 

Church into alignment with discipleship. I will also make notes about the possibility of a 

long-term, sustainable plan for discipleship for the church.  

Second, the disciple-makers will keep a journal. Each journal will include 

personal observations about their time with the respective disciples. I will collect these
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journals after the project. From their journals, I should gain some idea about the simple 

Bible study and how the disciples answer the four discipleship questions each week. The 

disciple-makers’ journals should be detailed enough that the disciple need not keep a 

journal. The disciple-makers’ observations of each disciple’s growth will also be noted.  

 Next, the requirement for inclusion as a disciple in this project is a statement 

regarding having never discipled anyone into a personal relationship with Jesus, or 

having never walked someone into maturity in the Christian life, or both. The disciple-

makers and I will ask the simple question, ‘In your opinion, have you ever made a 

disciple or walked someone into mature Christianity?’ A ‘no’ response to one or both 

parts of this question will be enough for the person to move forward as a disciple in this 

project. The answers will be recorded in the disciple-maker’s journal and serve as a 

baseline for the disciple.  

 Finally, every disciple-maker will conduct a verbal post-project survey with each 

disciple. This survey will include the following questions: (1) What has God shown or 

spoke to you about over these past eight weeks? (2) How has this changed your thinking? 

(3) What have you done about it? (4) Who have you started discipling during these past 

eight weeks? (5) If you have not started discipling someone else, have you identified 

some people you are praying about discipling? And (6) What would you say is the 

biblical definition of a disciple of Jesus Christ? I will ask each of the disciple-makers the 

following questions: (1) What is the biblical definition of a disciple of Jesus Christ? (2) 

How do you feel you have grown closer to Jesus over these past eight weeks? And (3) 

Who do you expect to start a new discipling relationship with now?  
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Disciple Objectives 
 

Disciple Objective 1: The disciple-makers’ journals will show how many disciples 

continued to do a simple Bible study for eight weeks. The objective is that eight disciples 

continued to study the Bible with their assigned disciple-maker for the eight-week 

duration of the project. 

 Disciple Objective 2: Both the disciple-makers’ journals and the post-project 

survey will measure how many disciples had a change of thinking or a change of action 

based on the Word of God. During the evaluation period, I will gauge the level of 

connection between the timeless principle and the changes of thought and action to 

determine if studying the Word of God indeed changed thoughts and actions. The 

objective of this project is that six disciples can articulate a change in thought or action 

based on the Word of God.  

 Disciple Objective 3: The post-project survey will reveal if any disciple began 

leading a simple Bible study with another person within the period of the project. The 

objective goal is that at least two have started the discipleship process during the 

timeframe of this project.  

 
Disciple-Maker Objectives 

 
Disciple-Maker Objective 1: I will ask each disciple-maker for his or her biblical 

definition of a disciple of Jesus Christ after the phase one class. I will record the answers 

in my journal. I will ask the disciple-makers again at the end of the project as part of the 

post-project survey. I will use these answers to decide if the disciple-maker can articulate 

the biblical definition of a disciple. The disciple’s post-project survey answer to question 

six will help me to assess if the disciple-maker has correctly taught his or her disciples 
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the biblical definition of a disciple.123 The objective is that all the disciple-makers and the 

disciples can articulate the biblical definition of a disciple.  

 Disciple-Maker Objective 2: Journals and the post-project survey for the disciple-

makers should provide evidence of at least one way the disciple-makers grew closer to 

Jesus through the process of discipling others. The goal is that all the disciple-makers can 

identify at least one way in which discipling others has contributed to his or her 

discipleship with Jesus.  

 Disciple-Maker Objective 3: The final objective for the disciple-makers is that 

each of them has identified at least one other person he or she anticipates discipling after 

the conclusion of the project. Question number three of the disciple-makers’ post-project 

survey will determine if this objective has been achieved. 

 
Candidate Objectives 

 
Candidate Objective 1: My journal will be the primary means of measurement to 

determine if I am growing in my capacity to trust my judgment on matters of spiritual 

leadership at Redeeming Life Church. As I work to align the church around the primary 

function of discipleship, I will record my thoughts, as well as details about the decision-

making process, the results, and my confidence level throughout. After the project, I will 

look through my journal for signs of growth in this area of my leadership. A post-project 

assessment will determine if I have achieved this objective.  

 Candidate Objective 2: In addition to chronicling my thoughts, feelings, and 

observations about my decision-making, I will also evaluate my confidence as I design 

                                                
123 Disciples who dropout before the conclusion of the project will be omitted 

from this measurement.  
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and implement a reproducible system for discipleship on a church-wide scale at 

Redeeming Life Church and develop a system to plant future churches through this 

method of disciple-making. My journal will contain details of my plans, results, and my 

feelings about my self-confidence. Signs of a growing confidence will serve as evidence 

and determine the level of success for this objective.  

 Candidate Objective 3: Objective three has already begun. The words of this 

project are a part of this objective. I hope to realize my capacity to write well. As the 

project begins, I will journal my feelings and thoughts about the proposal process, as well 

as the evaluation process. I will seek other opportunities to write during the project, and I 

will cultivate a plan for continued writing projects after the completion of this project. 

Either a written plan with writing goals, a published article, or the creation of a website 

for further writing opportunities will show evidence of more confidence in my ability to 

write. Furthermore, I believe writing well must take the reader into account. Academic 

writing need not be inaccessible or boring. Therefore, I will write this project in such a 

way that the average person at Redeeming Life Church can not only understand and learn 

something from the theological and theoretical portions of this project but enjoy reading 

them. I will make those two sections of this project available to three people at 

Redeeming Life and ask for their feedback with a specific focus on what they learned and 

if they enjoyed reading these sections. Their responses will help me gauge if I have 

written in this desired way. Finally, my journal will show if the process has helped me 

gain more confidence in my writing. 
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CHAPTER 7 
	

REPORT OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

The project to equip four people with limited disciple-making experience to teach 

a group of eight to 10 people who have never made a disciple how to begin the 

discipleship process was conducted in two phases. Phase one started on April 19, 2017, 

when I started recruiting prospective disciple-makers who were members or active 

participants of Redeeming Life Church. The primary survey question for potential 

disciple-makers was, “Do you feel you have ever made a disciple?”124 After considering 

the answers to the survey question, a conversation about discipleship and the fruitfulness 

of past discipleship efforts on the part of the potential disciple-makers assisted me to 

determine if the individuals had limited, but not zero experience making disciples. For 

the most part, they had either had a share in leading someone to Christ or had assisted 

someone into greater Christian maturity, but the experience was not normative in his or 

her Christian life. M1, M2, M3, and M4 met the qualifications and agreed to serve as 

disciple-makers for this project.125  

M1 is in his twenties. He is married and has one child. He has been a believer for 

many years, is a seminary graduate of Reformed Theological Seminary, and hopes to

                                                
124 See Appendix 2, April 19, 2017. 

 
125 For privacy reasons, disciple-makers are indicated as M1, M2, M3 and M4.  
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 plant a church in Utah. M1 had only lived in Utah for two months before 

participating in this project. His’s previous discipleship-making experience generally 

hovered around evangelistic work and did not often go beyond initially sharing the 

gospel.  

M2 is also in his twenties and is indigenous to the Rose Park area of Salt Lake 

City. Both he and his wife grew up in the community. At the start of the project, M2 was 

a single semester from graduating with a Christian Leadership bachelor’s degree from 

Ohio Christian University (online). Previously, M2 was on staff at another church in the 

area, serving as the worship leader and youth pastor. Most of is discipleship experience 

before this project resided in the zone of teaching youth within the walls of a church 

building.  

M3 is in her fifties, married, and has two adult daughters. She and her husband 

have been believers for many decades and have lived in Utah for more than ten years. In 

the past, M3 was involved in small groups and Sunday school-style classes. She had 

recently led a woman to the Lord and spent time discipling her; however, M3 was eager 

to learn more about discipleship.  

M4 holds a bachelor’s degree from Nebraska Christian College, and he has taken 

two classes at Gateway Seminary (online). He served on the staff of a church in Nebraska 

before moving to the Salt Lake area in 2012 to aid campus ministry at the University of 

Utah. M4 joined Redeeming Life Church as a staff pastor and missionary in 2015 to work 

toward planting churches in Utah. He is married and has one child. M4 is 30-years old. 

Having led two people to the Lord and discipled a handful of others, M4 was the most 
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experienced disciple-maker among the group, although discipling others was a new 

experience for M4. He was well-read on the topic of discipleship and was passionate 

about growth in the area of disciple-making.  

On April 20, 2017, I sent all four disciple-makers an email invitation to attend a 

two-hour class set for May 6, 2017, and all four disciple-makers agreed to be present at 

the class.126 I ordered four copies of Making Disciples by Ralph Moore, four copies of 

Discipleship Uncomplicated by Warren Haynes, and four blank journals. I also took a 

box of each of the three Essentials bookmarks from the storage shelf at Redeeming Life 

Church.127  

With class preparation underway, I started working to align Redeeming Life 

around the importance of discipleship. Alignment efforts included a new sermon series 

called ‘The Final Instructions of Jesus.’ I set up a resource table in the church building 

with discipleship and evangelism tools for use by the church body, free of charge. I had 

the four Discipleship Essentials questions printed in a permanent spot in the church 

bulletin. As time went on, I found many opportunities to define a disciple in my sermons, 

and I assigned M4 to start teaching classes on evangelism and discipleship.128 I also 

began the process to move M4 from the staff role of associate pastor to a role focused on 

                                                
126 See Appendix 2, April 20, 2017.  

 
127 See Appendix 1. Bookmarks were ordered earlier than the start of this project 

so I could ensure they would be available upon approval to start the project. 
 

128 M4’s first class was held on July 30, 2017. The topic and title was, “Reaching 
Your Relational Mission Field.” See Appendix 5, June 9, 2017 and June 26, 2017.  
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discipleship, evangelism, and missions. ‘Pastor of Mobilization’ became his new title as 

of mid-June.129   

On May 6, 2017, at 10:00 am, the four disciple-makers gathered at the Redeeming 

Life Church building for a class on simple, reproducible discipleship. I provided coffee, 

orange juice, sodas, donuts, candy, and ink pens. By choice, each person selected his or 

her table and spread out. The room was comfortable and well-lit. I taught the class from a 

position near a large whiteboard. The class started when I handed out books and journals. 

I welcomed the disciple-makers and thanked them for their willingness to participate in 

my project. From that point, I prayed, and the training began.130   

In the first portion of the class, I used Scripture to demonstrate Jesus’ mandate to 

make disciples who make disciples. I also sought to solidify each disciple-maker’s 

definition of a disciple. In the second part of the class, I trained the disciple-makers how 

to use the Discipleship Essentials and Bible Study Essentials bookmarks. The disciple-

makers were shown how the bookmarks guide the disciple and disciple-maker through a 

simple Bible study, as well as providing a simple discipleship method. I pointed out 

specific sections of Moore’s book, Making Disciples so the disciple-makers could read 

more information on the discipleship methodology. I also had Howard Hendricks’ book, 

Living by the Book on hand to recommend to the disciple-makers for more information on 

Bible study methods. Following the lecture-style training, I modeled the process as if I 

were the disciple-maker and the collective class was an individual disciple. Each disciple-

maker participated in at least one aspect of the mock Bible study and discipleship session. 

                                                
129 See Appendix 5, May 18, 2017.  
 
130 See Appendix 3 for an outline of the training material.  
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The final portion of the class was given over to a discussion on best discipleship and 

Bible study practices. During this part of the class, I made references to Making 

Disciples, Discipleship UnComplicated, and a few other authors who have provided 

helpful discipleship tips. The disciple-makers shared some best practices from their 

experiences, and I shared tips from my experiences too. I thanked each disciple-maker 

and had them meet with me privately for a couple of minutes before leaving. I asked each 

of them his or her definition of a disciple to be sure he or she had a clear understanding of 

the biblical definition I had just taught. Each disciple-maker did appear to understand the 

biblical definition of a disciple and was capable of articulating it to me in his or her own 

words.131 I also asked each disciple-maker whom he or she would like to start recruiting 

as disciples for the second phase of the project. As the last disciple-maker left the 

building, phase two of the project began.  

M1 recruited two disciples: D1 and D2.132 D1 and D2 are married and are the 

roommates of M1 and his wife. Both D1 and D2 are in their twenties. They both 

graduated from Bible colleges. M1 worked with me to create a plan to disciple D1 and 

D2 separately, and we mutually agreed that M1’s wife would sit in on M1 and D2’s 

sessions for personal accountability reasons. M1’s wife would remain quiet to keep from 

influencing D2’s discipleship. While this was outside of the initial plan for this project, 

special circumstances led me to approve M1’s plan to disciple a person of the opposite 

sex.  

                                                
131 See Appendix 4 for each disciple-maker’s response.  

 
132 For privacy reasons, disciples participating in the projected are indicated as a 

letter D and a number designator.  
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M2 attempted to recruit D11 and D3 as disciples, but he only ended up getting 

started with D3. D11 was willing to engage in discipleship, but he and M2 could never 

get a first meeting scheduled. Eventually, D11 and M2 gave up without ever starting. D3 

is in his mid-fifties and holds a master’s degree in geology. M2 and D3 had previously 

met as a one-on-one group for Bible studies, but never with an identified disciple-maker, 

and never with discipleship as the focus. Given their relationship and their experience, 

they felt this would be a natural fit for discipleship.  

M3 successfully recruited D4, D5, D6, and D7 for discipleship. These ladies were 

well-acquainted with M3, especially D4; however, this was the first time they would 

engage in Bible study and discipleship together rather than a Bible study without 

intentional, formal discipleship. With exception to D4, M3 had never met in a one-on-one 

fashion with these ladies. D4 is in her thirties, and the other three women are in their 

twenties. D4 is a nurse and is in school. She has a full, inconsistent schedule. D5 is a 

stay-at-home-mother of two. She earned a bachelor’s degree from Moody Bible College 

and came to Utah to work in an apologetic ministry directed at Mormonism, but she 

stepped away from that ministry after having children. D6 is an administrator at a small 

private college. D7 is a stay-at-home mom, busy with five children all under the age of 

13.  

M4 recruited three disciples: D8, D9, and D10. M4 also encouraged D12 into a 

discipleship relationship. D12 was eager at first but later withdrew before starting the first 

session. D10 is in his thirties; D8 and D9 are in their twenties. D8 is a veterinarian and is 

married to D5. D9 is an advertising editor and single. In addition to being a part of 

Redeeming Life Church, D9 was an active participant of M4’s campus ministry and a 
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member of Risen Life Church before the church plant launched. D10 is an assistant 

general manager at a local grocery store and serves as the bi-vocational minister to 

students at Redeeming Life Church. M4 had met with D9 and D10 in one-on-one settings 

but never with as much structure and intentionality toward discipleship and Bible study.  

In total, 10 disciples engaged in one or more meetings with the disciple-makers. I 

paired three male disciple-makers to five male disciples and, I assigned one female 

disciple-maker and one male disciple-maker to five female disciples. All of the 

participants of this project—disciple-makers and disciples—are members or active 

participants of Redeeming Life Church, and all of them are baptized believers of Jesus 

Christ.    

M1 had his first discipleship session with D1 on May 17, 2017. Phase two of the 

project, they met eight times to go through the book of John. M1’s project journal 

indicates that the two men met weekly.133 In the first four weeks, they covered the first 

four chapters of John. During their fifth session, they split John 5 into two sessions, 

finishing the remaining verses of the chapter during their sixth session. Furthermore, they 

divided John 6 into two sections and used two sessions to cover that chapter as well.  

Notes in M1’s project journal demonstrate that D1 was skilled in the observation 

stage of the simple Bible study. For example, in John 1 M1 noted D1’s observation of the 

obedience of John the Baptist. In John 2, D1 saw the theological significance of the 

temple cleansing.134 A Bible college professor would likely give D1 high marks for his 

theological observations; however, D1’s timeless principles—while theologically 

                                                
133 Due to the private nature of the discipleship sessions, the disciple-makers’ 

project journals are not included in this project.  
 
134 M1, project journal, May 17, 2017 and May 24, 2017.  
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correct—sounded like ‘seminary answers,’ as M1 shared with me.135 “Jesus is the son of 

God,” noted M1 of D1’s timeless principle from John 1, “and truly came to this earth as a 

man; and thereby we should follow him.”136 When M1 and D1 were in John 5:30-47, M1 

wrote that D1’s timeless principle was, “Jesus’ works prove that He is the Son of 

God.”137 D1’s observation and timeless principles were consistent throughout the eight-

weeks. Application, however, started out much weaker for D1. For the first three 

sessions, the personal application D1 derived from his timeless principles were all about 

sharing the gospel, and measurability was hard to identify within his notated application 

goal. While D1 was indeed sharing the gospel in between discipleship sessions, M1’s 

project journal suggested that he was trying to drive his application to his preference 

rather than hearing from God’s Word. M1 discussed this problem with me on June 1, 

2017.138 The following two weeks’ project journal entries offered a slight change, in that 

the need for more gospel sharing was tacked on to a text-specific application, and with 

M1’s help, D1 started including measurability. Then M1 saw something different when 

they were in week six, looking at John 5:30-47. D1 observed that Jesus depended on acts 

and events to serve as a witness of his deity. From this observation, D1’s stated timeless 

principle was, “Jesus works prove that he is the Son of God.”139 However, D1’s 

application no longer focused on his need to do more evangelism. D1 stated, “I have to 

                                                
135 See Appendix 2, May 26, 2017.  
 
136 M1, project journal, May 17, 2017.  

 
137 Ibid., John 5:30-47. 
 
138 See Appendix 2, June 1, 2017. 
 
139 M1, project journal, John 5:30-47.  
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stop sharing the gospel like I am. Instead, I must do as Jesus did and depend on the same 

witness Jesus depended on. Therefore, it’s more my job to let the works and signs of the 

Bible share that Jesus is the Son of God.”140 The next week’s follow up revealed that D1 

changed his evangelistic approach and felt that he was following Jesus’ methods. In their 

study of John 6:1-15, D1 came to a timeless principle that, “God’s power is not limited 

by our disbelief,” and his application was, “I must trust God even when things seem 

impossible.”141 In their final week, D1 and M1 examined John 6:16-70. God appeared to 

be speaking to D1 about his prayer life as D1’s timeless principle was, “Jesus wants more 

than our requests; He wants our love and obedience.”142 From his timeless principle, D1 

determined, “I need to go to Jesus all of the time, not only when I need something.”143   

M1 and D2 chose 1, 2, and 3 John as their biblical books for study and 

discipleship. Like D1, D2 met with M1 eight times over eight weeks. Unlike D1, her 

observations and timeless principles were more aware of emotion. Nearly every entry of 

M1’s project journal for D2 included words tied to relationships, emotions, and attributes 

like love, grace, and kindness. M1 discussed this difference with me as he noticed it 

having an impact on how he viewed Scripture.144 D2’s application was shallow during the 

week, but the reading during week two seemed to have touched her deeply. After reading 

1 John 2 together, D2 observed that Jesus should unify all Christians. D2 drew out a 

                                                
140 M1, project journal, John 5:30-47.  
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timeless principle stating, “If you believe in Jesus, you should love your brother, who 

belongs to Jesus, too.”145 This timeless principle led D2 to see that she needed to be more 

intentional about her sacrifices to love and serve her church family. During the following 

week, D2 volunteered to help in some unexciting areas at church; however, when asked 

how she was doing the following week, she did not feel that her application of 1 John 2 

was enough. She deeply desired to understand this text better by living it out. When they 

read 1 John 3, D2 drew the same timeless principle and determined that God was getting 

her attention.146 She threw her energy into living out this text the following week. After 

believing God was once more trying to get her attention through his Word and 

discipleship, D2 was moved again when she and M1 walked through 1 John 4. The 

mention of false teachers and teaching that should be tested by God’s Word led her to 

conclude that, “Knowing God’s Word is the only way to know God’s truth.”147 From this 

timeless principle, she set herself to read God’s Word every day, something she had not 

previously been doing.148 D2 continued drawing out significant timeless truths that she 

applied to her life between sessions.  

D3 struggled through the eight-weeks of this project, but not for lack of M2’s 

effort. M2 and D3 decided to journey through 1 and 2 Thessalonians, although they never 

made it to 2 Thessalonians. It is apparent from M2’s project journal that D3 enjoyed the 

first part of the Bible Study Essentials method—observation. M2’s notes are full of D3’s 

                                                
145 M1, project journal, 1 John 2.  
 
146 Ibid., 1 John 3 and 1 John 3.  
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observations, including a great deal of scriptural cross-referencing to other biblical books. 

The same goes for D3’s post-project survey.149 However, D3 was extremely resistant to 

move beyond the observation stage of the Bible study. M2 pointed out, “D3 was able to 

observe several things from the chapter, and even cross-referenced multiple verses with 

similar passages and principles. He struggled to draw application from the text. He told 

me multiple life stores that seemed to be an attempt to cloud his struggle to draw a 

personal application from the timeless principle.”150 M2 was nervous this might be D3’s 

approach.151 A note in M2’s project journal read, “[D3] did eventually draw an 

application, but seemed to reluctantly.”152 D3’s timeless principles were connected to the 

text each week, but he was resistant to transform them into personal application. Most of 

the application he was drawing had to do with his treatment toward his wife, but each 

week, he would state that he did nothing or nearly nothing to apply the text, timeless 

principle, or the application to his life. In the follow-up during the second week, D3 

expressed that he, “failed miserably” to apply his previous week’s application.153 During 

the third week’s follow-up, M2 noted that D3, “Found himself, a number of times, 

realizing moments where he should be serving his wife but hesitant to do so; however, he 

was aware of the moments. He did acknowledge the difference between consciousness 

                                                
149 See Appendix 4.  
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and obedience, however.”154 By the third meeting, M2 noted that D3 was starting to come 

to an application from the text a little quicker and with slightly less stress.155 M2 noted 

two examples of times when D3 made an effort to follow through with his application 

from the previous week’s reading. Both moments were not spectacular, but the biblical 

text read with M2 might have influenced two moments in D3’s life.156  

Week five brought about a challenge for both M2 and D3. In the follow-up note, 

M2 wrote, “D3 finds himself noting moments where his application could be executed or 

applied, but feels that by the time he notices, it’s too late.”157 Together, they examined 1 

Thessalonians 5:1-28. D3 drew a timeless principle: “Make Christ-like qualities a part of 

who you are.”158 However, when it came time to draw a personal application, D3 was 

incapable of thinking of one, and he did not desire to try. D3 was unable to meet the 

following week for discipleship with M2. When the two men met two weeks later, they 

decided to walk back through the five chapters of 1 Thessalonians and look at the 

principles they drew from it, as well as application and how God’s Word impacted them. 

D3 returned to his need to personally apply the principles and treat his wife in a more 

Christ-like manner. M2 also noted that “[D3] felt a sense of longing to continue the 

study, but struggles with the model used in our time spent studying (observe, timeless 

                                                
154 M2, project journal, May 29, 2017. 
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principle, application).”159 The project period was concluding, so D3 and M2 met one 

more time to conduct the post-project survey, although D3 requested that he answer the 

questions by email.  

M3 and D4 decided to journey through 1 Peter together. Between May 8, 2017, 

and June 19, 2017, M3 and D4 met five times. D4 easily took to the discipleship and 

Bible study format. From the first session, she was extracting timeless principles and 

meaningful life application. Her application steps were attainable and well-connected to 

the text. In each of the following weeks, M3’s project journal indicated growth based on 

the previous week’s reading. For example, after reading 1 Peter 2, D4 determined that the 

Bible was showing her to put aside her request for a work transfer away from her difficult 

supervisor, and instead, work with the supervisor by showing love, grace, and 

understanding.160 During the follow-up portion of the next week’s discipleship, D4 stated, 

“It is hard to work with her supervisor when deception is being used. Nevertheless, it is 

necessary to submit to authority even if it is difficult to respect the supervisor.”161 D4 

remained aware of this biblical theme and how God was speaking to her as they worked 

through 1 Peter 3.162 D4 continued to show a notable understanding of God’s Word and 

draw firm personal application from it. However, D4’s schedule kept discipleship 

meetings separated by nearly 10 days.  

                                                
159 M2, project journal, Week 6.  
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D5 and M3 started working through the book of John on May 9, 2017. D5 met 

with M3 six times over during phase two of this project. M3 was concerned that D5’s 

desire to do an academic-style Bible study might overshadow doing any discipleship.163 

D5 is college-trained in biblical knowledge and demonstrated no problem in the 

observation stage of the study. She would read ahead and spend ample time each week 

preparing observations. However, like D1, her timeless principles were driven by her 

education and her application was somewhat removed from the text. During the first 

week, she could not settle on a single timeless principle to personally apply, so she drew 

one from John 1:1-18 and another from John 1:19-28. From the first 18 verses, D5’s 

timeless principle was, “Because Jesus is God and he created the world, we can have 

light and grace for those who have received him.” D5’s timeless principle from the 

second portion of the chapter was, “Being used by God singles us out as being different 

and causes people to ask ‘why?’.”164 Her application from the first 18 verses of John was 

that she would be more gracious to her husband, but she struggled to think of tangible 

ways that might happen throughout the week. Her application from the next portion of 

the chapter was to “remember that Jesus came to the earth to be rejected for her.”165 

Again, there was little to no tangible, measurable action from this application. Based on 

M3’s observations, D5 struggled to think of personal application from her identified 

timeless principle.166 However, in her struggle during the first week, D5 felt God nudging 

                                                
163 See Appendix 2, May 12, 2017.  
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her about a problem concerning head knowledge and heart knowledge. After a 

conversation with M3, D5 also felt that she should pray and think on her observation 

about the disconnect between her knowledge and actions.167  

By their third session, D5 was seeing things in the text, drawing timeless 

principles from her observations, and then trying to apply them directly to her life. For 

example, D5 noticed that ‘come and see’ was repeated twice in John 1:35-57. She also 

noticed how personal Jesus’ statement was when he said, ‘come and see’ to Philip and 

then how personal it was when Philip repeated the same words. Her timeless principle in 

week three was, “The invitation that Jesus gives is always going to be personal, but we 

have to internalize this fact before we evangelize.”168 In her application, D5 realized how 

much she needs to ‘come and see’ Jesus daily. She supplemented this application with 

some steps for biblical reading, prayer, and preaching the gospel to herself before she 

gets overly-concerned with sharing the gospel with others. There was an indication in 

M3’s project journal recorded that D5 seemed to be seeing her need to draw closer to 

Jesus over her desire to learn and recite biblical facts.169 When M3 asked D5 how it went 

the following week, D5 confessed, “I completely forgot to draw closer to Jesus.”170 

Apparently, D5 did not read her Bible during the week and spent only a little time in 

prayer. M3 coached D5 in methods to be in the Word daily, and they discussed God’s 

grace. M3 also encouraged her to continue to seek to follow Jesus as they both agreed 
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D5’s prior timeless principle was likely from the Lord. While they did read another 

chapter of John together, D5 desired to continue working on the previous application 

point, even setting goals to watch less TV and open her Bible daily.171 D5 still struggled 

during the following week, but was able to read her Bible and remained more mindful of 

her need to draw closer to God. By week six, she recognized that motherhood is not an 

excuse to avoid following Jesus well. In each session, D5’s application grew more 

personal and more connected to observations she noted from the text. Also, M3’s project 

journal included more conversation notes in the area of coaching and guiding D5 with 

what they had read and studied each week. 

D6’s first discipleship session with M3 was on May 11, 2017. They decided to 

journey through 1 Peter together. M3 noticed that D6 struggled to focus and thought she 

may have been exhausted or had a trying day at work. D6 did not make any observations, 

so M3 shared a couple of things she saw in the text.172 After D6’s limited participation, 

M3 decided to encourage her to practice perseverance and depend on Jesus, taking cues 

from the next chapter, 1 Peter 2. M3 prayed for D6, and they determined that they would 

try again during the following week. When M3 and D6 met on May 18, 2017, D6 was 

slightly more engaged. She observed things in the text with the Bible Study Essentials 

questions and drew a timeless principle and an application about submitting to the 

authorities over her.173 Unfortunately, D6 did not meet with M3 again. They only met 
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two times before D6 discontinued their discipleship sessions. D6 provided no reason for 

her decision.  

D7 and M3 went through 1 and 2 Peter and met eight times the second phase of 

this project. According to M3, D7 initially, “found it difficult to summarize and express 

Scripture in her own words.”174 To help D7, M3 took D7 through each chapter, paragraph 

by paragraph, and D7 summarized each paragraph as they went. Also, M3 encouraged D7 

to read the following week’s chapter ahead of time and meditate on it throughout the 

week before they met. During the first week, D7 noted that 1 Peter 1 is a call to be holy, 

but her timeless principle from this text was to read Proverbs 31 three times that week.175 

There was little evidence indicating that D7’s application was motivated D7’s 

observations of 1 Peter 1. M3 noted D7’s difficulty but also noted D7’s deep desire and 

high motivation to learn and grow.176 M3 and D7 met consistently, and D7’s ability to 

work in and from the text became easier for her. D7 also started discipling her daughter. 

By the third week, D7 was making accurate observations in the text, drawing timeless 

principles from her observations, and turning those timeless principles into measurable 

application points. On week three, D7 observed many things about wives and husbands in 

1 Peter 3. Verse 10 also grabbed D7’s attention. M3 noted that D7 spent lots of time 

discussing how verse 10 calls people to use their words to be a blessing.177 These 

observations led D7 to the following timeless principle: “It pleases God for wives to 
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respect their husbands by their conduct.”178 From her timeless principle, D7’s application 

was a three-part action step directing her to be much more mindful of her actions towards 

her husband, watch her speech, and she wanted to ask her husband for forgiveness for a 

recent event where she had not obeyed this text.179 By week six, D7 was adding her two 

older sons to her discipleship efforts. Furthermore, M3’s project journal notes were 

growing more detailed, and D7 was opening up more with M3. The two women were 

becoming friends, and the discipleship process was growing richer.180 At the conclusion 

of the eight weeks of discipleship with M3, D7 was discipling her children, studying her 

Bible on her own with the Bible Study Essentials method, and excited to share the gospel 

with another friend.181  

M4 was out of town May 12-22, 2017. He left again on June 28, 2017, and did not 

return until July 12, 2017, after what I hoped would be the conclusion of the project. 

Before departing, M4 expressed his desire to use Skype as a means to disciple D8, D9, 

and D10 while he was away and I approved his plan.182 However, M4 was too busy 

during his trip to start discipling his three disciples via Skype; therefore, M4 did not 

begin until after his return.183 M4 also moved from one apartment to another in the first 

week of June, leaving his available time for discipleship in May and the first two weeks 
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of June limited. M4 decided to take all three of his disciples through 1 Peter to save 

himself time and be more efficient. 

D8’s first meeting with M4 happened on May 27, 2017. D8 saw many verses 

regarding holiness in 1 Peter 1. His simple, but textually relevant timeless principle was, 

“Be holy.”184 D8’s application was somewhat disconnected from the text and timeless 

principle, however. “Don’t just coast through my marriage,” was D8’s personal 

application during the first week. Then the fourth Discipleship Essentials question led D8 

to feel he needed to start doing discipleship with his wife, D5. Therefore, D8 committed 

to leading he and his wife through at least one chapter of the Bible together.185 D8 and D5 

went through 1 Peter 1 during the week following D8’s first discipleship session with 

M4. M4’s project journal noted D8’s comments about discipling his wife, recording, “I 

found that doing the study takes intentionally, but when we actually did it, it was very 

simple to do.”186 When M4 and D8 met for the next session, D8 observed that 1 Peter 

2:11-12 calls believers to abstain from the passions of the world. D8 also considered if 

going with the flow might be a symptom of not following this text.187 His timeless 

principle was, “Honorable conduct glorifies God,” and his personal application—this 

time well-connected to the text—was, “I need to demonstrate the gospel at work by 

recognizing opportunity rather than laughing at crude jokes and people pleasing.”188 
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When M4 asked D8 how the week went during their following session, M4 noted, “D8 

was aware of opportunities to not engage in crude banter, and he apologized to a 

coworker for his past involvement in this joking.”189 An additional note recorded the 

positive response from the co-worker and D8’s observation about how that glorified 

God.190 D8 and M4 were only able to meet three times during the eight-week period of 

this project; however, they continued meeting regularly after M4’s return from his second 

road trip. I received a call from D8 in mid-July. He shared some remarkable stories about 

his discipleship efforts with his wife, the fruit coming from his evangelistic efforts at 

work, and some personal growth. Then he thanked me for including him in this project. 

While D8 would have liked to have met more with M4 during phase two of the project, 

he expressed a great appreciation that he had for M4 and that they were going to continue 

meeting.  

D9 was able to meet with M4 more often than D8. Between May 24, 2017, and 

July 15, 2017, M4 and D9 met five times to journey through 1 Peter.191 D9 took to the 

format quickly. In all five sessions, D9 made clean, accurate observations and drew from 

timeless principles that were well-connected to the text. For example, from 1 Peter 1, D9 

noticed the contrast between ‘perishable’ and ‘imperishable.’  From there, D9 extracted a 

timeless principle about the importance of remaining focused on the things that matter. 

D9’s application was to, “Be okay with God’s answers regardless of his preferences so he 
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would remain focused on the imperishable.”192 However, D9 struggled with the follow 

through of his application. He did slightly better the next week, but then he did the exact 

opposite of his application from 1 Peter 3 the week after that. D9 was quick to show 

anger to a co-worker, which was completely counter to his personal application point.193 

When asked about how D9 did after their fourth session, D9 indicated to M4 that, “He 

did and did not apply his application because it went well a few days and poorly on other 

days.”194  

D10 was enthusiastic for discipleship with M4. Their first meeting was on May 

30, 2017, and like M4’s other two disciples, D10 and M4 stared in 1 Peter 1. D10 had 

been in a morning men’s group with me, and I had been utilizing a similar Bible study 

format as the one used for the project. When I learned that D10 was discipling with M4, I 

challenged D10 to go the extra distance with many observations, many timeless 

principles, and grounded application. M4’s project journal indicated that D10 accepted 

my challenge. On their first meeting, D10 identified 14 timeless principles. Also, he 

brought three or four of timeless principles together to come up with a personal 

application for the week. Based on the text, D10 set himself to, “keep his mind pure and 

ready for battle by meditating on God’s Word daily, specifically reading Matthew 6 every 

day and then spending an additional hour in the Bible every day.”195 M4 and D10 met 

again on June 6, 2017. When asked how D10 did, D10 reported that he made an 
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adjustment based on his commute to work. He read Matthew 6 every day, but he only 

spent an additional 30 minutes reading the Bible, and added an element of worship in the 

car during his 30-minute commute.196 D10 had many observations and timeless principles 

all three times he and M4 met. He was successful in applying is application points each 

week as well.  

 I noticed D10’s zeal coupled with frustration in the void he felt from M4’s 

schedule. On multiple occasions, D10 asked me to come early or stay late after our men’s 

morning Bible study. He and I discussed his observations from his reading and the men’s 

study reading. He expressed his desire to study the Bible and do more discipleship. I 

intended not to engage in formal discipleship with the disciples participating in the 

project, but being D10’s pastor, I did not feel it prudent to let an eager disciple linger on 

the edge of a positive discipleship opportunity. We met three times during this project to 

discuss scripture and pray. We did not review 1 Peter. I met with him two more times to 

help him learn how to use a concordance and to teach him how to use Scripture to help 

interrupt Scripture. During one of our meetings, I witnessed D10 share the gospel with a 

deli worker at D10’s workplace. Moreover, D10 started using the Discipleship Essentials 

and the Bible Study Essentials bookmarks to disciple his wife and another adult friend. 

After the end of phase two, D10 and I entered into a formal discipleship relationship.  

At the conclusion of the project, I sent an email to the disciple-makers regarding 

the post-survey questions for the disciples as well as the post-survey questions for the 

disciple-makers.197 The disciple-makers sent me email responses with answers, and I met 
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with M1, M2, and M3 to discuss their post survey answers. I did not meet with M4 but 

accepted his email answers due to scheduling conflicts.198 By July 18, 2017, I had 

received the post-project surveys from the disciple-makers and all nine of the disciples 

who continued discipleship through the eight-weeks of the phase two.199 

In the weeks while the disciple-makers were meeting with their disciples, I set my 

energy on Redeeming Life Church’s discipleship strategy. I adjusted M4’s ministry 

responsibilities in preparation for broader disciple-maker training and modeling. I also 

wrote new job descriptions for our volunteer leaders that included a description of how 

each specific ministry should help equip people at Redeeming Life Church to hear from 

the Lord and follow him faithfully. I asked one of our small groups to walk through 

#NoPlaceLeft’s self-published handbook, “The Commands of Christ,” to determine if this 

particular study might be a good starting place for future small-group discipleship or one-

on-one discipleship.200 The group did the study, providing me with useful information 

regarding the training. I added two more questions to the Bible Study Essentials 

observation section and ordered another box of all three bookmarks. Finally, I identified 

three more people who might serve well as disciple-makers to add to the initial group 

started by this project.  

                                                
198 See Appendix 2, July 7, 2017.  

 
199 D6 was the only disciple to start at least one session and discontinue 

discipleship sessions before eight-weeks had passed.  
 

200 “Commands of Christ” is a free, 17-page handbook the organization, 
#NoPlaceLeft adapted from George Patterson’s Seven Commands of Christ. It may be 
downloaded from the Documents and E-Books section of SaltyBeliever.com, among 
many other websites.  
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In addition to developing a larger plan for discipleship at Redeeming Life, I also 

spent some time engaging in writing projects. In May, I returned to my website and gave 

it a new look.201 I also invited a church-revitalization pastor from South Carolina, Pastor 

S, to write a couple of articles for the website. I edited his work and posted the articles. 

M2 and M4 also wrote articles for the website, as did I. Also, I reviewed two books and 

posted the reviews on my website. I emailed the theological rationale and theoretical 

presuppositions chapters of this project to D8, D10, and D13, asking them for their 

opinions of the work. On May 17, 2017, I emailed a friend in Nashville, who is the pastor 

of an attorney at LifeWay. After learning that LifeWay owns the rights to an out-of-print 

study and discipleship Bible I like and use for discipleship, I asked my friend to help 

connect me to someone to discuss updating and republishing this study Bible under a new 

name, potentially disconnecting it from any single Bible translation. A series of 

conversations, initiated by my friend, opened doors so I could pitch my idea to a LifeWay 

representative on July 13, 2017. That informal pitch resulted in more email conversations 

and more people joining the conversation. On July 26, 2017, I received an email 

informing me that LifeWay is already working on the project, and they plan to connect it 

to the new Christian Standard Bible translation. In June, I outlined the concept and 

chapters of a book I have been thinking about for more than a year. I also scratched out a 

possible schedule to make time to write more.  

 

                                                
201 SaltyBeliever.com, http://www.SaltyBeliever.com.  
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CHAPTER 8 
	

PROJECT EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS 

 I am pleased with the outcome of this project. The purpose of this project was to 

start a discipleship culture at Redeeming Life Church by teaching a group of eight to 10 

people who have never made a disciple or assisted a new believer toward Christian 

maturity how to begin the process of discipleship. Three men and one woman were 

trained to teach 10 people how to hear from the Lord and follow him. Of the nine 

objectives for this project—three for the disciples, three for the disciple-makers, and three 

for me—seven were achieved. Seven achieved objectives were informative but not as 

informative as the two objectives that fell short. Four disciple-makers successfully spent 

eight weeks teaching nine disciples how to begin the discipleship process. All four 

disciple-makers plan to continue discipling the initial group of disciples and start the 

process with additional people. Four disciples started discipling seven additional people 

and most of the nine disciples who completed the eight weeks of training are praying for 

opportunities to enter a discipleship relationship with others, and share the gospel with 

non-Christians. Armed with the knowledge gained during this project—from both the 

achieved and failed objectives—I believe the participants of this project have started what 

will become a discipleship culture at Redeeming Life Church. 
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Disciple Evaluation 

This project had three objectives for the disciple group. First, at least eight 

participants studied the Bible for eight weeks using a simple Bible study method. The 

disciple-maker’s project journals demonstrated that nine disciples studied the Bible using 

the Bible Study Essentials bookmark for eight weeks during this project, and one did not. 

The disciples who completed this objective were D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D7, D8, D9, and 

D10. D6 did not complete this objective. However, the act of completing eight-weeks of 

study is a questionable goal without a specific number of meetings required. Some 

disciples met with a disciple-maker only three times while others met as many as eight 

times. I feel this objective was completed as designed; however, upon further analysis, I 

hoped each disciple had six to eight sessions with his or her disciple-maker.202 If my 

actual desire had been the objective, the disciples would not have met it.  

The second objective of this project for the disciple group was that a minimum of 

six participants had articulated one or more changes in thinking or action based on the 

Word of God within the period of the project. After examining each of the disciple-

maker’s project journals, I determined that seven disciples articulated a change of 

thinking or action based on the Word of God: D1, D2, D4, D5, D7, D8, and D10. In the 

time before D6 dropped out, she struggled to articulate a single change of thought or 

action based on God’s Word. On a couple of occasions, D3 might have identified the 

voice of the Lord but rarely demonstrated a desire to follow. D9 was eager to identify 

ways reading the Bible might have change his thoughts or actions, but his lack of follow 

through made it difficult to determine if his thoughts were truly changed given that his 

                                                
202 See Appendix 6, May 29, 2017.  
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behavior did not change. Each of the other seven disciples demonstrated notable behavior 

changes based on clear biblical principles from the text they were studying with their 

respective disciple-makers. For example, God used 1 Peter 2:11-12 to motivate D8 to 

apologize to a co-worker for his previous behavior.203 John 5:30-47 changed the way D1 

engaged in personal evangelism.204 1 John 2 lead D2 to serve in some less-than-desirable 

roles at church.205 Among other things, D10 read Matthew 6 repeatedly for a week and 

read his Bible daily for 30-minutes followed by 30-minutes of worship in his car because 

God used 1 Peter 1 to speak to him.206 In the previous week, D10 had hardly read his 

Bible at all. D4 changed her mind about requesting a job transfer because 1 Peter 2 

encouraged her to show love and grace for her difficult supervisor.207 While follow 

through was difficult for D5 over the majority of the eight-weeks, she did have a week 

where she watched TV less and opened her Bible more because God spoke to her through 

Jesus’ encounter with Nicodemus in John 3. She also articulated a change in her thinking 

regarding motherhood as an excuse to neglect time to connect with God.208 Additionally, 

God used the discipleship process itself to speak to D5 and D8. When asked how D8’s 

disciples where doing in their ministry to others (the fourth question on the Discipleship 

Essentials bookmark), D8 realized he was not discipling anyone, and that he should start 

                                                
203 M4, project journal, June 6, 2017 and June 10, 2017. 
 
204 M1, personal journal, John 5:30-47.  
 
205 Ibid., 1 John 2 and 1 John 3.  
 
206 M4, project journal, May 30, 2017 and June 6, 2017.  
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doing so in his home.209 God used the application section of the Bible Study Essentials 

bookmark to prompt D5 to see the disconnect between her knowledge of the Bible and 

how her life is shaped by the Bible.210 I am thrilled that the disciples accomplished the 

second objective for the discipleship group.  

The third objective of this project for the disciple group was that at least two 

participants began leading a simple Bible study with another person within the period of 

the project. Based on the post-project survey and the disciple-maker’s project journals, 

four disciples began discipling others during the eight weeks of phase two. D8 started 

discipling his wife.211 D8 also, “Met with a couple of coworkers after or outside of work 

to answer questions about [his] faith and worldview.”212 D1 started discipling his wife 

and is praying for opportunities to disciple his unbelieving neighbors.213 D10 started 

discipling a friend and he also began discipling his wife, who is ready to start discipling 

other women.214 D7—a mother of five—started formally discipling her three older 

children, she made efforts to disciple her niece, and she is seeking an opportunity to share 

the gospel with her friend.215 The disciple group far exceeded my expectations and 

successfully achieved their third objective. It is also worth mentioning that the particular 
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group of disciples who started discipling others are not the disciples I would have 

expected to begin discipling others within the timeframe of this project.  

 

Disciple-Maker Evaluation 

There were three objectives for the disciple-makers. The first was that all the 

disciple-makers can articulate a definition of a biblical disciple in his or her own words 

and has taught the disciples assigned to him or her to do the same. The post-class survey 

demonstrated that at the conclusion of the class, the disciple-makers could articulate the 

biblical definition used for this project. Each disciple restated the provided definition 

clearly, in tandem with the idea that a disciple of Jesus hears or understands Jesus’ 

commands and follows, obeys, or does what Jesus says. To evaluate if the disciple-maker 

taught his or her disciples this definition, I evaluated the disciples’ post-project surveys 

with an eye for words suggesting hearing or understanding, and words suggesting 

following or obeying. The presence of both of these categories of words insinuates that 

the disciple-maker correctly transmitted this definition to his or her disciple. Both of 

M1’s disciples articulated the biblical definition of a disciple almost exactly as I taught it 

to M1.216 D3, M2’s disciple, provided lots of Scripture references and an articulation of a 

disciple, but his definition lacked aspects of hearing and only appeared to include aspects 

of following as a byproduct of the quoted Scripture.217 D4 and D7 articulated a biblical 

definition of a disciple that included hearing or knowing God’s Word and following or 
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living it out, but D5 did not.218 M3 successfully taught two of her three disciples the 

definition of a disciple used for this project. None of M4’s disciples articulated the 

desired definition of a disciple in their post-project survey. Therefore, the first objective 

for the disciple-makers was not achieved.  

Analyzing the failure to meet the first objective for the disciple-makers, I 

reviewed each of the disciple-maker’s post-survey answers for the same question. All 

four of the disciple-makers provided the simple, correct answer that I taught in the class. 

Initially, I was concerned that offering the definition of a disciple in my sermons during 

the eight-week duration of phase two would invalidate the measurement for this 

objective, making it impossible to determine if it was the disciple-maker or the preacher 

who taught the disciple the definition. On five different weeks during the project, I 

included the desired definition of a disciple in my sermons. However, to the best of my 

recollection, D1, D2, and D4 were hardly in attendance to hear the sermons due to travel 

or work schedules.219 Given that so few of the disciples could articulate the definition of a 

disciple, I can conclude that the sermon did not teach the disciples the definition of a 

disciple. 

 Reviewing my class outline, I realized that the definition of a disciple was but a 

sub point among many other points.220 The definition of a disciple was given equal time 

with other points teaching on discipleship and reproducibility. Given that I did not inform 

the disciple-makers what I would measure at the end of the project, they had no way to 

                                                
218 See Appendix 4, D4, D5, and D7.  
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know that they needed to put extra stress on the definition of a disciple. Although I did 

not note it in my journal, I recall M1 mentioning the definition on multiple occasions in 

our sessions. He seemed to like the definition and find it helpful. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that both of M1’s disciples could articulate the definition of a disciple in the 

post-survey. M1 transferred what he received from me because it was meaningful and 

helpful to him. The others did not, likely because they did not realize it was important, 

even given that it was the only post-class survey question asked of them. Support for this 

analysis comes by way of other evidence found within D4, D5, D7, D8, and D10’s post-

project answer to the question. These disciples included an aspect of evangelism and 

discipleship to others in their stated definition. M4 discipled D8 and D10, and M3 

discipled the three ladies. It is reasonable to conclude that my emphases of the 

evangelism and discipleship points made in the class might have influenced M1 and M3 

in this direction, and they might have likewise influenced their disciples in the same 

direction. M1 gravitated to the definition of a disciple and the same result appeared in his 

disciples’ answers. Neither D1 nor D2 included discipleship or evangelism in their 

answers even though M1’s project journal contains lots of evidence that D1 is passionate 

about evangelism.221 The failure to meet this objective is most likely rooted in my failure 

to communicate my desire that the disciple-makers teach this definition to their disciples.   

The second objective for the disciple-makers was that all the disciple-makers 

identified at least one way in which discipling others has contributed to his or her 

discipleship journey with Jesus. Asking the disciple-maker how discipling others has 

contributed to his or her spiritual growth might have influenced the disciple-maker’s 
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answer. Instead, I asked, “How do you feel you have grown closer to Jesus over these 

past eight weeks?” and examined the answers for evidence that demonstrated spiritual 

growth because of the act of discipling others. Three of the four disciple-makers included 

post-project survey statements that include their disciples or the discipleship process. 

“I’ve spend a lot of time in the Word doing discipleship like this,” answered M1.222 

Engaging in discipleship with this format also taught M1 that discipleship does not have 

to be complicated or complex.223 “Doing discipleship with D2,” M1 continued, “brought 

out so many things that I don’t think I would have noticed without her perspective.”224 

M2 learned the importance of letting God do the work in discipleship rather than trying to 

insert his thoughts and opinions into the text.225 “[W]atching the study unfold the way it 

did,” answered M2 , “letting the text speak for itself and maintaining a level of silence, 

the Holy Spirit took the text on several occasions and revealed things to us both that 

otherwise would not have been noticed.”226 M3 continued to see God working and 

Scripture speak directly into the specific circumstances of each of the women she 

discipled. She was encouraged by this observation; but it also motivated her to continue 

discipling these ladies and encourage them to disciple others.227 “I feel like God has 

directed me to each of these ladies for a reason,” said M3, “and I am growing through 
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discipling each of these ladies.”228 M1, M2 , and M3 would not likely have grown in their 

spiritual journeys as they did without their effort to disciple others because, as they 

articulated, this aspect of their spiritual growth came specifically from discipling others. 

However, the objective was that all four disciple-makers would identify and articulate at 

least one way discipling others has contributed to his or her discipleship journey with 

Jesus. M4’s post-survey answer demonstrated ways God is trying to disciple him in his 

journey with Jesus, but his discipleship with others was not a part of his answer. He 

hinted at a potential area of his life where discipling others might help him grow. M4 

commented, “Often, I forget [that love for God and for others should be central to my 

Christian life], and become too consumed with accomplishing tasks and getting things 

done, rather than loving people in the process.”229  Given his over-loaded season of life, 

his task-driven approach to discipleship during this project, and how few times he met 

with his disciples, I am not surprised to find M4’s failure to see growth from discipling 

others. It might be possible that his shortfall to spend time discipling others has helped 

him see his need to love people in the process, but that is only speculation.  

The third objective for the disciple-makers was that all the disciple-makers 

identified at least one other person he or she anticipates discipling after the conclusion of 

this project. M1 committed to continuing his discipleship with D1 and has added 

discipleship with his wife and one of his neighbors.230 M2 will continue to meet with D3 

and will also attempt to meet with two other men. M3 will continue meeting with the 
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three disciples who finished the eight-weeks of discipleship for this project. Also, M3 and 

her husband are seeking to share the gospel with family members. Her sister-in-law is 

asking many questions, opening the door for an informal discipleship relationship.231 M4 

wants to continue discipling with D8, D10, and D13, and he seeks to start a new 

discipleship relationship with another person.232 It is unclear why M4 will discontinue his 

discipleship relationship with D9. All four disciple-makers have identified at least one 

other person he or she would like to start a new discipleship relationship with, and they 

are also continuing with most of the disciples they started with for this project. The third 

objective for the disciple-makers was accomplished.  

 

Candidate Evaluation 
 

In addition to the objectives for the participants of this project, that is, the 

disciple-makers and the disciples, I had three candidate objectives for me, the director of 

this project. First, I set a goal to grow in my capacity to trust my own judgment on 

matters of leadership at Redeeming Life Church. To measure if I achieved this objective, 

I examined my candidate project journal for evidence demonstrating more confidence in 

my actions and more trust in my decisions. Most of the evidence is around times of 

decision-making. During the duration of this project, I made two significant decisions at 

Redeeming Life Church that demonstrate my growing trust in my leadership. The first 

decision involved taking back some of my time rather than sitting with other area pastors 

and denominational leaders so much. After processing my ability to lead and direct 
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Redeeming Life Church, I realized that I spent too much time meeting with others for 

advice and guidance. It was not that I desired to cut off all advice, but that I needed to 

meet less and be more confident in my decisions. On July 11, 2017, I communicated my 

need for less meetings with two of the denominational leaders I met with often.233 This 

decision demonstrated a growing trust in my ability to lead rather than depending on 

other leaders for assistant in my doubts. Members at Redeeming Life Church applauded 

my decision.  

The second decision I made at Redeeming Life Church that demonstrates my 

growing trust in my decision making, was to move M4 into a different role on my staff. 

The Redeeming Life Church Constitution allows the Lead Pastor to determine all staff 

matters (apart from the budget to pay the staff). In the past, I would consult many other 

pastors for their opinions on staffing matters. About moving M4 into this new position, I 

discussed my idea with M4 and then reported my decision to the Elders for their 

opinions. I did not present my desire to make this change as if they were deciding with 

me; instead, they were only given an opportunity to share their thoughts. While before 

this project I might have second guess a decision like changing M4’s responsibilities, I 

did not experience doubt regarding my decision, even in light of recent issues with M4.234 

Both of these decisions, and how I conducted myself while making these decisions, 

demonstrate a growing trust in my leadership at Redeeming Life Church and affirm the 

achievement of my first candidate objective.  
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The second objective was that I developed confidence to design and implement a 

reproducible system for simple discipleship and disciple-making on a church-wide scale 

at Redeeming Life Church and other future church plants. As the project was underway, I 

started showing other pastors the Bible Study Essentials and Discipleship Essentials 

bookmarks.235 Never once did I receive negative feedback. Every pastor wanted one or 

two copies to consider reproducing at their churches. I also added two more questions to 

the Bible Study Essentials bookmark and ordered more. Before the completion of the 

project, I was eager to start implementing the use of the bookmarks church-wide. 

Anticipating a larger discipleship system at Redeeming Life Church, I developed an 

assessment tool to determine where a person might be in his or her spiritual journey. The 

tool has four progressive assessments and is intended to be completed jointly by the 

potential disciple and disciple-maker.236 Furthermore, I developed a discipleship growth 

chart and a suggested discipleship plan to assist the disciple-maker. Having a suggested 

discipleship plan is slightly more complicated than using the bookmarks alone; however, 

based on my observations during the project, I concluded that a written plan might help 

keep the disciple-maker on task and remind the disciple-maker of the modeling he or she 

received. To plant seeds for a future culture of discipleship at Redeeming Life Church, I 

gave all four of the disciple-makers copies of Making Disciples by Ralph Moore and 

Discipleship UnComplicated by Warren Haynes. I challenged them to read the books and 

give them to someone else at Redeeming Life Church by the end of the project. M1 read 

both books and gave them to D1. M2 skimmed Discipleship UnComplicated and intends 
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to go through the book with D3. M3 read both books and will give them to D5. M4 read 

both books. He is giving them to D10, and he is buying copies of both books to give to a 

new disciple not involved in this project.237 In August, I will encourage all of the 

members of Redeeming Life Church to enter into a discipleship relationship with 

someone who was a part of this project. I will also challenge them to start discipling 

someone else with the same system by the end of 2017. The actual development of a 

church-wide discipleship is evidence that I found the confidence to design and implement 

a reproducible system for simple discipleship making on a church-wide scale at 

Redeeming Life Church. I believe it will be successful for other future church plants, too. 

My final objective was that I realized my capacity to write well. There is evidence 

in my candidate project journal and my actions during this project to suggest I have 

realized my capacity to write well. It is reasonable to assume that my desire to write more 

and my willingness to take risks with my writing suggest that I believe I write well. Early 

in the act of writing this project, I journaled that I was not confident my ability to 

write.238 However, my candidate journal entry on April 19, 2017, shows the first turning 

point in my confidence when my prospectus was accepted, and I was approved to start 

the project.239 On May 17, 2017, I reached out to a friend to help put me in contact with a 

publisher, hoping to discuss updating the out-of-print Serendipity Study Bible for 

Personal and Small Group Study. I eventually learned that there is already a project 
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underway.240 While I was disappointed about the missed opportunity, it was confidence-

building that my idea was something a publisher was already considering. I also 

redesigned my website, started writing posts for a public audience again, and I invited 

others to write posts that I edited and published to the website. I outlined a potential book 

I would like to write, and I spent time forming a plan to include regular writing time in 

my weekly schedule. I also sent three members of my church two sections of this project 

for their criticism. I anticipate writing proposals for articles or query letters to publishers 

after the completion of this project report. Given that the stated evaluation of this 

candidate goal included setting writing goals, the creation of a website, and sending 

portions of my writing to others, I believe I achieved the third candidate objective. 

  

Changes to be Made and Additions  
to Future Discipleship Projects 

After evaluating and analyzing this study, changes should have been made to this 

project. There are also further areas of study that might prove helpful to the subject of 

reproducible discipleship. The first objective for the disciples in this project was unclear. 

As I noted in Disciple Evaluation above, I identified a timespan for discipleship, but the 

number of necessary required meetings between the disciple-maker and the disciple was 

not clearly defined. What constitutes doing discipleship for eight weeks?  Future 

discipleship projects might be well-served if a specific number of meetings is expected 

within a specific timeframe. Also, this project revealed there might be a correlation 

between the number of sessions within a certain period and the growth of the disciple in 
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that same period. Although not measured in this project, it seems that the disciples who 

completed seven to eight sessions were more likely to achieve the other objectives of this 

project than those who completed six or fewer sessions. Further study might consider a 

deeper examination of this potential correlation, as well as the correlation between the 

overall disciple-maker’s investment of time into the disciple and the disciple’s likelihood 

to become a disciple-maker.  

Another potential change for future discipleship projects is the necessity to inform 

the disciple-makers of what they should teach their disciples. This project had unclear 

instructions in this objective, resulting in less than favorable results. These results were 

difficult to measure. During this project, I began questioning if a discipleship outline used 

in conjunction with the bookmarks might have aided the disciple-makers in their task. 

Further study that includes a discipleship outline with clearly stated objectives for the 

disciple-makers might determine whether or not an outline produces better discipleship 

results and is easily reproducible.  

Another notable observation made during this project suggests a potential 

connection between the amount of formal Christian education and the difficulty one had 

engaging in a simple Bible study that includes drawing personal application. I was 

surprised that those with Bible College degrees struggled more in the application stage of 

the Bible study than those without Bible College degrees. Before phase two of this 

project, I would have thought those with Bible College degrees would have easily moved 

through the Bible Study Essentials and Discipleship Essentials bookmarks; however, D1, 

D2, and D5 all struggled to apply the Bible to life during the first few weeks of phase 
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two. Once they grew comfortable with the third stage of the Bible Study Essentials 

bookmark, their struggles decreased.  

Finally, with fewer time constraints, further study should include growth stages of 

the disciple as well as the reproducibility of this discipleship system. This project only set 

out to examine training for the start of the discipleship process; however, there could be 

great value in observing how the disciples perform when they become the disciple-

makers. If a discipleship project is going to understand reproducibility, the project must 

be extended to evaluate multiple generations of disciples and disciple-makers.      
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CHAPTER 9 
	

CONCLUSION 

 The goal of this project was that a group of people at Redeeming Life Church 

would start the process of making disciples. There were four people, identified as the 

disciple-makers, who learned how to begin discipling 10 people, identified as disciples. 

This project was designed with goals that at least eight disciples would study the Bible 

for eight weeks, at least six disciples could articulate a change in thinking or action based 

on God’s Word, and that at least two disciples would begin discipling another person 

during this project. At the conclusion of this project, nine disciples studied the Bible for 

eight weeks, seven disciples could articulate a change in their thinking or actions based 

on God’s Word, and four disciples started discipling a total of seven other people. The 

goals for the disciple-makers were that every disciple-maker could articulate the biblical 

definition of a disciple used in this project and teach that definition to his or her disciples, 

every disciple-maker could articulate at least one way discipling others contributed to his 

or her spiritual journey with Jesus, and every disciple-maker had identified at least one 

other person with which to start discipling. Unfortunately, unclear instruction hindered 

two disciple-makers from achieving the first goal and a misguided focus and overloaded 

calendar prevented one disciple-maker from achieving the second goal. All four disciple-

makers achieved the third goal, expanding the discipleship happening at Redeeming Life 

Church.   
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 This project was also designed with three candidate goals. By the conclusion of 

this project, I should have grown in my capacity to trust my judgment in matters of 

leadership at Redeeming Life Church, I should have developed confidence to design and 

implement a reproducible system for simple discipleship on a church-wide scale, and I 

should have realized my ability to write well. I confidently made decisions for 

Redeeming Life Church. I also designed a system of discipleship for Redeeming Life 

Church and future church plants. Plus, I began writing more and taking risks with my 

writing. I believe I, as the director of this project, achieved the candidate goals designed 

into this project.       

At the conclusion of this project, some of the disciples are ready and have started 

discipling others. While the timeframe for this project only called for the beginning of 

reproducible discipleship system, the results of his project offer reasons to believe that 

what stared in this project will be reproduced, potentially leading to a culture of 

discipleship at Redeeming Life Church and beyond. The process of discipleship 

developed and practiced during this project will serve as model and example for simple, 

reproducible discipleship for missionaries, church-planters, and pastors in the western 

United States. The materials and resources developed for this project, especially the 

bookmarks, will also be a resource to disciple-makers who desire to equip disciples to 

become reproducible, disciple-makers.    

At the onset of this project, I had only theoretical ideas about a discipleship 

culture. I hoped to see something transpire apart from me as the project director, but I 

was unsure about what that might be. I assumed it might include initiative on the part of 

disciples to start the process with others, but I did not expect I would see as much 
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transformation that transpired at Redeeming Life during this project. Disciples have 

initiated discipleship relationships of which I am only vaguely aware. Disciples shared 

the gospel with lost people numerous times. Adaptations to the process are happening, 

and the individualized changes seem to be both fruitful and lead by the Holy Spirit. While 

difficult to describe, there is a growing excitement among the people at Redeeming Life 

and it is coming from within rather than from the pulpit or upper leadership. At the 

conclusion of this project, I remain hopeful that a culture of discipleship has been planted 

at Redeeming Life Church.   
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APPENDIX 1 
	

BOOKMARKS 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

JOURNAL OF INTERACTION WITH DISCIPLE-MAKERS 

April 19, 2017. I have been approved to begin my project. I sent a text message reading, 
“Do you feel that you have ever made a disciple?” to M1, M2, M3, M4, D10, and D13. 
M2, M3, and M4 responded on April 19th. All three said yes, however, M3 was 
somewhat apprehensive given that her evangelism and disciple-making effort was recent. 
M2 appealed to his time as a youth leader in church and I am unclear if he has ever 
discipled anyone outside of a church meeting. D10 responded on April 19th stating, “I’ve 
led youth and stuff.” After further clarification, I determined that he had not led anybody 
to Christ outside of an altar-call event.  
 
April 20, 2017. D13 and M1 responded to my text from yesterday. D13 was slightly 
confused given that he has baptized the people he has led to Christ at Redeeming Life 
Church. We exchanged some texts as I explained my project. We determined that it 
would be best for the sake of his time and discipleship he is doing with others to exclude 
him from this project. M1 responded in the affirmative. In the evening, I sent the 
following email to M1, M2, M3, and M4:  
 

Thank you for your willingness to be a part of a research project for my 
DMin. The four of you will be the "Disciple-Makers" in the project. An additional 
group will be the "Disciples." I will work directly with the Disciple-Makers and 
you will work with the Disciples.  
 
I will host and teach a class on Saturday, May 6th from 9-11 at Redeeming Life 
Church. Please let me know if you can make it.  
 
Please bring your Bible to the class. I will provide you with a journal to use while 
you meet with Disciples. I am also giving you two books. You are not required to 
read them, but I would like to encourage you to do so. I also want to encourage 
you to plan on giving these two books to someone else when you are finished 
with them.  
 
At the conclusion of the class, you will be asked to meet with at least two people 
who, by their own confession or your understanding, haven't made a disciple who 
makes disciples. (We'll talk more about this in the class.) I will help you recruit 
people. But for now, start thinking about people who may be willing to have a 
simple Bible study with you. You will meet with each of these people in a one-on-
one fashion for one hour each week for 8 weeks. I'll give you a simple plan for 
you to go through that will require no preparation on your part. I realize people
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travel in the summer and are out of town. If you can use Skype to have your 
meeting, that's fine. If not, you can make adjustments to miss a week but it will 
not be ideal to miss more than one.  
 
I would like to meet with each of you once per week too.  
 
The purpose of this research is to examine reproducible discipleship, something 
that is lacking in American Christianity. Your involvement will not only have an 
impact on our faith family, it could contribute to a larger body of information that 
could help better advance the Kingdom!   
 
Thank you so much for your willingness to help me with this project.  
 

All replied that they can make the class and are willing to be a part of my project.  
 
April 21, 2017. M4 called me for other church-related business. When that was 
concluded, he asked me a few questions about the project. I was encouraged by his 
excitement. We also discussed possible participants, including D10. M4 seemed eager to 
take on four or five disciples and would like to try to have some of them be lost people. I 
encouraged him to start trying to recruit people to do a Bible study but to keep the details 
light until after the class.  
 
April 23, 2017. I was approached by D13 about more details with the project. He wants 
to participate but would like to keep doing what he is doing with those he is discipling. I 
expressed that I appreciate his discipleship but this would not work for the purpose of my 
project. I was also approached by D3 about why he was not included as a primary person 
for this project. I suspect he hear through a friend or his wife. I asked if he had ever made 
a disciple and he responded, “You mean teaching the Word? Of course. I used to teach 
children at another church.” I clarified by asking if he had ever personally led a person to 
know Jesus or helped a person grow into Christian maturity. He didn’t understand why 
that would matter. I expressed that it was the criteria for the first group but he fit the 
criteria for the second. He was interested. I noticed M2, M3, and M4 already starting to 
talk to people and I believe they were starting to feel out recruitment for the next phase. I 
pointed M2 to D3.  
 
I was worried that my project wouldn’t be approved before the start of this new series, 
“The Final Instructions of Jesus.” Great timing! I was able to get a great deal of language 
about a disciple hearing from the Lord and doing what he says in today. The sermon was 
from John 14-16 and titled “Another Helper.” This was a great start to the project season.  
 
I took D10 to a 3M training in Las Vegas. We left Sunday after church. He had many 
questions about what it means to be a disciple-maker, both leading people to Christ and 
discipling them. We talked for a couple hours in the car. I suggested he be a participant in 
the study and work with M4. He seemed thrilled. D10 is very eager to learn and grow. 
Also, I believe he and M4 are friends. 
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April 28, 2017. Out of town at WMU Conference. Sent a text message to the four 
disciple-makers to thank them again and let them know I’m praying for them.  
 
May 3, 2017. M4 asked me what he should do with his fundraising trips out of town and 
my project. He really wants to be a part of the project but has to do these trips. We 
discussed what the reality of using a telephone or Skype might be. Given that travel and 
distance are a realistic problem for scheduling discipleship in the summer, I felt it would 
be interesting to see how Skype might aid in discipleship so I said it would be okay ask 
long as he met in person during the time he was in town.  
 
May 6, 2017. Class day! I think the class when really well today, but I guess I won’t truly 
know until the end of the project. M3 asked a lot of good questions. M4 provided some 
helpful ‘best practices.’ M1 and M2 seemed attentive but a little unsure. I used the 
whiteboard a lot and most people took notes in their new journals. I also think they were 
happy to get free books.  
 
May 8, 2017. Trying to take a day off from ministry so I worked on changing the look 
and feel of my website. I would like to start doing much more with this so it might serve 
as a platform to promote other writing. I still have a bunch of links to update but it’s 
getting there. I asked Pastor S to shoot me a couple articles. Also, he wants to be on the 
podcast too.  
 
May 10, 2017. Met with M2. We prayed and he had questions about how to teach with 
authority but also let people discover what God is saying to them from the text. We 
walked through John 1 as an example. I showed him how this chapter grows and grows 
but nobody is going to get it on the first pass like someone on his 50th pass. It’s okay to 
let the person see what the person sees and occasionally pointing things out without 
driving someone to the huge theological debates of the centuries. From his past 
experience, M2 is afraid D3 only will want the knowledge. They have their first meeting 
next week. M2 and I also discussed pastoral guidance with these methods as M2 is 
seeking to become a pastor.  
 
May 11, 2017. M4 and I met to discuss the discipleship plan. I stressed the importance of 
sticking to the outline for the duration of the project. He is really working on his 
upcoming trip and seems to be getting a slow start. His thoughts are to hit it hard when he 
gets back, maybe meeting with people two or three times per week. I am concerned that 
that could work well for D9 but D8 and D10 have busy jobs, a wife, and children. I’m not 
sure how this is going to work, but M4 has been good at this stuff in the past. He also told 
me D12 is interested, which is really cool.  
 
May 12, 2017. M3 and I met today. God is showing her how much he needs to bring the 
change, not her. She is frustrated how busy these young ladies are and struggles that they 
don’t make discipleship as big a priority as M3 wants it to be in their lives. She finds the 
time with D7 really difficult because D7 is not talkative. She feels like she has to drag 
words out of D7. D5 wants to go super deep into the text but is not as ready to go to 
timeless principles or application. M3 seemed a bit intimidated by D5’s biblical 
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knowledge and desire to drill down. I encouraged her that this system is there to go as 
deep or as shallow as the disciple needs, but it is important all three steps are practices. I 
asked her how much focus she is putting on the Discipleship Essentials questions and it 
turns out much more focus on the Bible Study is happening. I encouraged M3 to put the 
Discipleship Essentials bookmark on the table a stick to it. She seemed encouraged. We 
read 1 Corinthians 1 and M3 saw that people need to follow Jesus, not M3. I prayed for 
her.  
 
May 17, 2017. Met again with M2. M2 met once already with D3 and D3 struggled with 
the Bible Study Essentials Bookmark. M2 said he hated it. M2 was silent and D3 rambled 
on and on. It sounded like D3 thought he was discipling M2. M2 and I did not go through 
a text together because M2 had lots of questions about the process. Then, a man seemed 
to be listening at the Deli so M2 went over to talk with him. M2 ended up drawing the 
Three Circles with him and shared the gospel! The man is LDS and teaches high school 
Mormon classes. It was awesome to see M2 engaging like that.  
 
May 18, 2017. M1 brought D1 with him to our meeting. While I like D1, this made our 
time a little awkward. We looked at Mark 4:26-29 because there was some interest in the 
four fields parable M4 and I were talking about a couple weeks ago. I ended up leading a 
quick Bible study for both of them and D1 had lots of questions. I regret that it turned 
more into me teaching how we use this parable to think about our effort in Rose Park. I 
prayed for them and that was in. It felt a little like a poor use of our time regarding my 
project, but a good time to connect with them.  
 
May 21, 2017. M3 and I talked about her discipleship a bit before church services. It 
sounds like she is meeting with a bunch of ladies and enjoying it. I couldn’t tell how 
much she has met with D4 or D6, but it sounds like she’s getting in a few sessions with 
D5 and D7. It also sounds like she’s making friends. She smiled a lot while talking about 
these 2 ladies. In encouraged her to keep up the good work.  
 
May 24, 2017. M2 noted the value of silence in his discipleship with D3. He sits in 
silence, nodding from time to time. When he would normally desire to teach and rebuke, 
he is following the discovery method I suggested. However, it seems like D3 is never 
getting to the discovery. He will put 55 minutes into observation (and opinion) before M2 
will nudge him to the work on the timeless principle and application. D3 does not care for 
the first discipleship question, “How are you doing?” Neither does he like question three 
or four. He only wants to fill his head with Bible facts. M2 and I discussed the head, 
heart, and hands concept of learning and growth. M2 asked for scriptural support so we 
looked at Deuteronomy 6. Then we discussed examples of Jesus’ disciples learning by 
trusting and obeying. I also applauded M2’s effort to sit and let D3 discover the Lord 
speaking to him. I could tell M2 was a bit discouraged because D3 is his friend and he 
could see the struggle over the past two weeks. At the same time, D3 is typically very 
difficult so we were also encouraged that D3 was even drawing an application, even if he 
was not following through with it.  
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May 26, 2017. I met with M1. We had coffee and spend two hours discussing evangelism 
and discipleship; although an hour of this was in regard to its importance in church 
planting. He is in John and just went through John 2 with D1. So, we looked at John 2. 
M1 had a difficult time making this session about himself. His comment where all driven 
toward how to teach this to others or preach it. After pointing this out to him, we laughed 
and he lamented that seminary was good but makes it really hard to make this different 
than just head knowledge for others. He also said that D1 seems to have the Sunday 
school answers. I asked for an example and he read from his journal. I said I had never 
taught a Sunday school where I got answers like that. We laughed. He said, then I guess 
seminary answers. D1 went to Bible college and really like intellectual study. The 
problem D1 is having is in application because his timeless principles are so big and he 
can’t see the personal nature of them. I coached M1 on measurability tips. M1 feels a 
little awkward about his discipleship with D2 because it seems so much less intellectual. 
M1 called it simple and good, but difficult to lead.  
 
May 26, 2017. I met with M4 to catch up after his trip. We talked about a lot of work-
related things, but I also got an opportunity to discuss his Skype sessions. He said it 
didn’t happen. He was too busy to work that out. I’m concerned that now he is way 
behind.  
 
May 28, 2017. M2 is struggling with D3. He expressed that D3 wants to puff up with 
information but don’t you dare ask him to do anything about the info.  
 
May 29, 2017. I was unable to connect with M3 given her busy week and having the 
mission team in town. (It’s tough when we have to be in a public place or have someone 
with us for accountability.) I sent her a text asking what God is showing her and how 
discipleship is going. God is showing her things in her personal life but it seems that what 
they are reading in discipleship is playing into what she is seeing too. I told her I was 
praying for her. She told me D6 was struggling with life and needed prayer.  
 
June 1, 2017. My time with M1 was very short because he and I were both loaded up 
with the mission team activities. We had 20 minutes. I asked him what God was showing 
him in his personal reading. He was reading the Psalms and saw something about God’s 
timing. He was going to try to be okay with what he feels like is slow timing with a 
partner he is working with for church planting. He also asked me about when he should 
tell D1 his application doesn’t match his timeless principle. I suggested that after the 
timeless principle is determined, to close the Bible and say, “Okay, how am I going to do 
THIS.” We also talked about trying to be a tour guide rather than the Holy Spirit, but 
sometimes you just have to tall it out. We did not discuss D2 other than that she is doing 
well.  
 
June 4, 2017. I was able to chat with M3 for a few minutes after the CLT meeting. She is 
doing good but D6 is off the grid. D4 is busy too. This is really hard for M3. However, 
D5 and D7 sound like they are hearing from the Lord and having some great follow 
through. M3 seemed happy about that. She said her disciples seem likely they are 
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ministering as much to her as she is to them. She asked me some questions about doing 
this in group settings and we discussed that. I encouraged her and prayed for her.  
 
June 9, 2017. Met with M4. He is really stressed out. Changes in his family, his housing 
situation, and his busy schedule seem to be bogging him down. I appreciate all the 
happens in life, but I feel fairly nervous about my project. I am not sure how much he’s 
meeting with the guys in the project and he’s still meeting with the other guys he’s been 
discipling outside the project. I feel he is far too overloaded in this season. It seems like it 
the crazy will end soon, but probably not until after my project is over. I want to care for 
him but I also recognize my selfishness in this situation. I encouraged him and prayed for 
him.  
 
June 9, 2017. Met with M1. He seems to be doing well in life and with his discipleship. 
We discussed John 4 but did not actually go through the bookmarks together. He is 
seeing the value of the timeless principle and the accountability in the application. We 
discussed how seminary (or at least his seminary) seems to camp out in observation and 
think that’s enough. He also mentioned how different D1 and D2 are in their observation 
and timeless principles. He things it’s a male vs. female thing. We also discussed when it 
is appropriate to go into more depth or slow down. He asked if they could do half of a 
chapter instead. I said that would be fine. We discussed how M1 can start coaching D1 in 
more areas of life, beyond just discipleship. This opened up a conversation about other 
resources like the Leadership Pipeline. I prayed for M1.  
 
June 13, 2017. Met with M3. She said she is learning a lot from her disciples. She might 
be learning more than they are. She is seeing that all the ladies are doing good with 
finding the timeless principle. She is struggling with D6 because she still can’t get her to 
meet and D6 won’t explain why. It sounds as if D6 has dropped out of discipleship with 
M3 because of reasons unrelated to M3 or the project. I encouraged M3 that she can’t 
force people to want to learn more about God and grow. We looked at the Rich Young 
Ruler in Mark 10. We let God speak to us from that text. M3 drew lots out of that and 
found comfort in God’s Word. I prayed for M3.  
 
June 13, 2017. I met with M4 for three hours. We prayed and read a bunch of Scripture. 
We discussed it. I asked him what God is showing him and his response had a lot to do 
with business, efficiency, and how his identity is wrapped up in all this when it should 
not be. I prayed with him and offered him some encouragement. He will also likely start 
reading some other books on this topic and we’re going to look for all the places in Jesus’ 
ministry where Jesus had joy and parties and then contrast them against all the places 
Jesus rested. M4 has little joy or party in his life. I want to help coach him through this 
season.  
 
June 14, 2017. Met with M1. He told me D2 was really having a good experience with 
this study. He sees the value in it and really sees how the Holy Spirit does the work with 
this method. He and I ended up talking about some of M1’s personal matters. He had 
many questions so I made an effort to lead him through his questions with biblical 
answers. I asked him the four discipleship questions. Then I prayed for him.  
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June 14, 2017. Met with M2. He is encouraged that D3 might be about to turn a corner. 
We discussed their relationship and what M2 knows of D3’s faith and maturity. We 
looked at 2 Peter 1 together and examined the “latter of faith” in that chapter. We ended 
up talking about how we get stuck. M2 thinks D3 is stuck trying to add knowledge to 
faith and jump over virtue. We discussed what might be a way to help D3 but we really 
didn’t know, so we prayed for him. We also discussed M2’s call to ministry and his 
developmental process. I prayed for M2.  
 
June 20, 2017. M2 sent me a text message asking what’s supposed to happen when the 
disciple can’t think of an application or doesn’t want to. I called M2. He had met with D3 
and D3 didn’t seem to want to find an application from the text. He said he couldn’t but it 
sounds more like he won’t. I think it could have something to do with D3 and God 
working through some growth and D3 fighting God on this one. M2 said it let it go but 
doesn’t really know what to do next week. I suggested he just follow up as a friend and 
see where D3 wants to take this. Maybe D3 is about to drop out of discipleship, which 
wouldn’t surprise me.  
 
June 22, 2017. M3 and I got some time during to the mission team cookout. Some of her 
disciples were there but we were able to step aside and chat. D6 is less than interested in 
continuing discipleship. The others are doing well. M3 wants to continue discipling with 
these ladies after the project. She seems to love it. She is concerned about discipleship 
with the kids around. She noticed that they can be a real distraction.  
 
June 23, 2017. M1 came to help with door knocking and prayer walking. With the 
mission team here, it has been really busy for all of us. I asked him the four discipleship 
questions. He said God was showing him the importance of trusting him in our prayer 
walking. He’s a reformed guy but we discussed how he often does not hold to his 
reformed theology in his evangelism. We agreed to have a discussion over the phone 
about how his discipleship is going.  
 
June 27, 2017. I met with M4. He is starting to see his need for come big changes and 
hopes to use his next fundraising trip to get a grip on the situation. When he gets back, he 
wants to slow down. He needs to. I asked him about the project and he just gave me a 
look like it was one more thing on his plate. I dropped it and we just talked about life and 
ministry. I encouraged him the best I could and prayed with him.  
 
June 28, 2017. M1 feels he is getting much better and playing tour guide in the 
discipleship process. He said D1 is getting much better and making the timeless 
principles accessible and his application is much better too. D2 is loving this method of 
discipleship and D1 has started discipling D2 with this system. M1 is still meeting with 
her too for the sake of this project. We picked Psalm 46 and each noted a couple 
observations and a timeless principle. Then we articulated an application we each could 
see. Much of our observations came from “be still and know that I am God.” M1 asked 
how this discipleship method could work in a small group setting. We discussed that and 
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he seemed excited to try to start a Bible study with a group of his neighbors. He was 
going to ask them if they’d be interested.  
 
June 28, 2017. M2 and I met at Lee’s deli. It sounds like D3 hates the bookmark study 
and doesn’t care for the application portion. He thinks we should be serious about the 
Word but I am concerned that he does not want to submit his life to the authority of the 
Word. M2 on the other hand seems to be growing in his ability to walk with other people. 
He is doing well with the worship team and he is appreciating the value of application 
more and more. I think D3 might not have been the best disciple for M2 but I am trusting 
God with this one. We discussed the possibility of who else M2 might disciple in the 
future. I reminded him that we’re almost done and to start thinking about the pose-project 
survey. We also talked about how he’s doing as a disciple-maker in his home. I prayed 
for him.  
 
July 3, 2017. I sent the following email to all four disciple-makers:  

Disciple-makers,  
 
We are nearing the end of my project. A couple of you have completed 8 weeks 
of discipleship while the other two are close. I have some simple instructions as 
you conclude your time with your disciples in this study.  
 
1. Please ask each of your disciples the following questions and record their 
answers. Then get the answers to me. It’s preferable that you meet with them in 
person, but I know schedules are difficult so you may email them, or call if it’s 
that or nothing.  
 

(1) What has God shown or spoke to you about over these past eight 
weeks?  
(2) How has this changed your thinking? 
(3) What have you done about it? 
(4) Who have you started discipling during these past eight weeks?  
(5) If you have not started discipling someone else, have you identified 
some people you are praying about discipling? 
(6) What would you say is the biblical definition of a disciple of Jesus 
Christ?     

 
2. I need your journals. If you would like to keep the empty pages of your journal, 
simply tear or cut the pages you used for this project and get them too me.  
 
3. After asking your disciples the above questions, please answer these questions 
for me (about yourself). We’ll talk about these the next time we meet. 
 

(1) What is the biblical definition of a disciple of Jesus Christ?  
(2) How do you feel you have grown closer to Jesus over these past eight 
weeks? 
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(3) Who do you expect to start a new discipling relationship with now or 
continue to disciple?    

 
Thanks for all your help!  I really appreciate you.  

 
July 5, 2017. I met with M2 to do his post-project survey. He had written up his answers 
in a Word document so he emailed them to me too. He also let me know that D3 wanted 
time to answer his questions so it could be a while before we see anything form that. M2 
pressed on D3, but D3 was clear that he would take whatever time he needed. 
 
July 7, 2017. M4 sent me a text message asking if he could meet with his guys after he 
God back on July 12. I challenged him about when he would have time with the mission 
team arriving at the same time. I am frustrated with that his schedule did not work well 
within the time of my project. I asked that he meet but to the post-project survey and get 
them to me ASAP.  
 
July 10, 2017. I met with M1 and conducted his post-project survey. He shared some 
things he learned as well as things he feels D1 and D2 learned. He pointed out how 
important it is for a disciple to help other disciples learn and grow because the primary 
disciple (or disciple-maker) grows as much or more than the disciple. I left pleased with 
all he learned and how he grew through the process.  
 
July 15, 2017. I received all the feedback from M4 today. I would like to meet with him, 
but timing is not working out well at this point.  
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APPENDIX 3 
 

CLASS OUTLINE 
 

- Welcome and Prayer   
o Distribute journals, books, and bookmarks.  

 
- Introduction:  

o Disciples are called to make disciples.  
§ Matthew 28:12-20. 

o But what is a disciple, and what does it mean to make one? 
 

- The Disciple and Disciple Making: 
o What is a disciple?  

§ John 10:1-42. 
§ A disciple hears from the Lord and does what he says. 

o Growing as a disciple?  
§ 2 Peter 1:3-15. 

o A disciple of Jesus makes disciples who make disciples.  
§ 2 Timothy 2:1-7. 

• Your disciples should be able to disciple others to the same 
proficiency as you without losing something along the way.  

o Illustration: Copying a cassette tape. 
• Tools should be simple and reproducible.  

o Questions?  
 

- How to Use the Bookmarks: 
o Discipleship Essentials Bookmark overview. 
o Bible Study Essentials Bookmark overview. 

§ Map: What did it say then, what the timeless principle, what are we 
doing to do with it? 

§ Dangers of studying the Bible apart from this map.  
o Questions? 

 
- Model the process using John 4:1-42.  

o Questions? 
 

- The journaling process. 
o What to record and recommend format. 
o Give a white board example. 
o Questions?
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- Discussion on best practices and trouble-shooting issues. 

o How do I get this started? 
o Why is time, space, and location important?  
o What about rabbit trails?  
o “From which verse did you get that?” 
o What if they don’t see the timeless principle? 
o How is application measurable? 
o What do I do if they never follow through with application? 
o How do I teach them grace when they don’t apply what they see? 
o How do I offer encouragement after they fail in their application?  
o What if they are time suckers?  
o What if they flake out?  
o How much should I share of my own observations? 
o How much should I share and participate of my own application?  
o What about other sources and resources?  
o When and how do I coach them about their disciples?  
o How do I modify question 4 for non-believers? 
o Is this the only way to disciple?  

 
- Any questions?  

 
- Pray and close with gratitude. 

 
- Post class-survey in private with me before you leave.  

o Who are you going to disciple?   
§ Need help with recruitment?  

o What’s the definition of a disciple?  
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APPENDIX 4 
 

PRE AND POST-PROJECT SURVEY RESPONSES 

Disciple-Makers: 
Post-Class Survey.  
(A) What is the definition of a disciple of Jesus Christ? 
 
Post-Project Survey.  

 (1) What is the biblical definition of a disciple of Jesus Christ?  
(2) How do you feel you have grown closer to Jesus over these past eight weeks? 
(3) Who do you expect to start a new discipling relationship with now or continue 
to disciple?   
(4) Did you read either of the two books I gave you, and did you give them away 
to someone else? If so, who?   

 
M1 

(A) A follower of Jesus hears and obeys Jesus.  
 
(1) A disciple knows the voice of Jesus and does what he says.  

  
(2) I’ve spent a lot of time in this Word doing discipleship like this. This much 
time has shown me that there’s a lot more to see than just the seminary answer. 
Doing the discipleship with D2 brought out so many things that I don’t think I 
would have noticed without her perspective. I also see how discipleship really 
doesn’t have to be complicated or complex.  

 
(3) I’m going to continue discipling with D1. D1 is going to disciple D2 now. I’ve 
started discipleship like this with my wife and there’s a non-believer in my 
neighborhood that is going to start a study like this with me. We’ll probably go 
through John with the bookmarks. 

 
 (4) I read the books and I gave them to D1. He’s reading them too.  
 
M2 

(A) Like a sheep who follows the Good Shepherd, a disciple is one who knows 
Jesus’ voice and follows him wherever he calls them to follow.  
 
(1) A disciple is one who hears from the Lord and obeys what the Lord says. On a 
more complicated level, a disciple may also be a person who lives their life in 
close proximity to the Lord for various self-benefiting reasons but has no 
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intention of actually obeying what the Lord says in matters that conflict with the 
way they have determined to live their life. For instance, Judas was called a 
disciple, but we also know that he was not a believer, or child of God. 
 
(2) I have learned to rely on his Word during study groups. I have often been 
prone to trying to lead discussion and insert my thoughts and opinions on the text 
as a means of getting someone to see what I see. However, watching the study 
unfold the way it did, letting the text speak for itself and maintaining a level of 
silence, the Holy Spirit took the text on several occasions and revealed things to 
us both that otherwise would not have been noticed. I am learning that not only is 
Christ enough in salvation but he is enough in our pursuit of sanctification too. 

  
(3) I am going to attempt to meet with 1 of 2 people moving forward, on top of 
continuing for a season to meet with D3. I would like to start meeting with my 
brother-in- law, or perhaps D11, a nearby neighbor that has frequented our church 
on Sunday. 

  
(4) I had a chance to skim through much of Discipleship Uncomplicated and plan 
to give it to D3 in the coming weeks. I had planned to use the time I was meeting 
with D3 to review the book a bit deeper. 

 
M3 

(A) A disciple is a person who recognizes Jesus’s Word and then goes with him. 
They follow him.  
  
(1) A person who has repented and believes that Christ died for them is a believer. 
This makes them a new creation. When they learn to hear the voice of the Lord 
and obey they are a disciple.  
 
(2) I have been amazed and in utter awe to see God at work in the ladies lives that 
I met with, and Scripture speaking directly and specifically into the circumstance 
of each individual lady. It has been an encouragement to me, and has fueled my 
desire to continue to walk with these ladies, and to build them up so that they can 
step out in faith to disciple other ladies, or, at the minimum, step out and share 
their faith by telling others what God is doing in their lives, until they can take the 
next step of making a disciple. I feel that God has directed me to each of these 
ladies for a reason, and I am growing through discipling each of these ladies. 
 
My husband and I are continuing to share the Gospel message with his family 
members, particularly his sister, who is seeking and asking a lot of questions. Our 
family reunion, which we will be out of town for, will be a great opportunity for 
sharing our faith, especially to my husband's brother/wife and their kids, who 
have been raised without exposure to the Bible or church education. 
 
(3) I hope to continue discipling the four ladies that I have begun, encouraging 
them to follow up with making disciples, or just to continue to grow them. Some 
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ladies just need encouragement as they struggle with life issues, until they can 
begin to hear and connect with God through scriptures on their own. 
  
(4) I read both books. With exception of D5, the ladies I am discipling don’t 
really like to read so I’ll probably give the books to D5 unless M4 gives them to 
D8.  

 
M4 
 (A) A disciple is a person who hears from the Lord and follows him in obedience. 
  

(1) Someone who hears from the Lord and does whatever He says. 
 
(2) I feel like I've grown closer to Jesus in the area of abiding. He has been 
speaking to me my need for deeper intimacy with Him and I've begun to practice 
silence and solitude and prayer more, as one of multiple ways I'm trying to abide 
more. I also feel like He has shown me that love (for Him and others) really is 
central to my Christian life. Often, I forget this and become too consumed with 
accomplishing tasks and getting things done, rather than loving people in the 
process.  
 
(3) I expect to continue to disciple D13 and D10 and I hope to continue with D8 
as well. I hope to begin a new discipling relationship with another person not 
involved in this project. 
 
(4) I read them both and am giving them to D10. I am also buying copies of both 
to give to another person not involved in this project.  

 
Disciples: 
 Post-Project Survey.  

(1) What has God shown or spoke to you about over these past eight weeks? 
(2) How has this changed your thinking? 
(3) What have you done about it? 
(4) Who have you started discipling during these past eight weeks? 
(5) If you have not started discipling someone else, have you identified some 
people you are praying about discipling? 
(6) What would you say is the biblical definition of a disciple of Jesus Christ? 

 
D1 (Discipled by M1) 

(1) I think the constant reminder to me is that God is in control. He is the one that 
brings salvation and the one that constantly brings us back to true worship of him. 

 
(2) John has reminded me of the importance of not seeing everything from a 
worldly view. 

 
(3) Tried to focus on the spiritual side of things and not what the world tells you 
about every situation.  
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 (4) No one. 

 
(5) I started discipling with my wife. I am praying about discipling with my 
neighbors, but they are not open yet to doing any kind of Bible study.  

 
 (6) They listen and obey Christ through his Word.  
 
D2 (Discipled by M1) 

(1) How important love for brother (outward and inward) and how serious John 
takes correct teaching of Christ. 
 
(2) In this context of Utah, being bold about the true gospel and making the 
distinction from that and Mormon teaching.  
 
(3) I am praying for opportunities to be bold about that! Not shying away from 
why we are here and also watching how I treat and talk about other believers!  
 
(4) No one. 
 
(5) I haven't identified anyone yet. I am praying for relationships to form and turn 
into that type of relationship. 
 
(6) To hear and understand the Word and to follow it.  

 
D3 (Discipled by M2)  

(1) God continues to reveal His will by several means but always centered around 
His word. The means include my own reading of scripture or devotional material, 
sermons or bible studies wherein the same scriptures are considered or small 
group studies again where we cover the same passages of scripture. I conclude 
that God intends me to see the truth proclaimed by such passages. Examples 
include Psalm 46:10, 'Be still and know that I am Lord'; Hebrews 4:12, 'For the 
word of the Lord is living and active, sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing 
to the division of soul and of spirit, of joint and of marrow, discerning the 
thoughts and intentions of the heart; Hebrews 11:1, 'Now faith is the assurance of 
things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen'; Job 13:15, 'Though He slay 
me, yet I will hope in Him' and a number of others. He continues to bring 
calamity about by circumstances or people that force me to confront the reality of 
my persistent rebellion and failure to yield to His sovereignty in the moment. This 
is most notable in my closest relationships with my wife and daughter. 

 
(2) Recognition of old response patterns that formerly have led to arguments and 
hurt, though still occurring, are now sometimes averted when I am able to catch 
myself and purposefully determine to respond differently than I would have done 
before. Examples include moments when my wife wants me to do something that 
will require my setting aside what I may be involved with in the moment. 
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Formerly I would not be willing to put her needs above mine. I am catching 
myself now with increasing regularity in my old pattern of thinking wherein I 
would put her off, and now, though still not perfect and still not necessarily with 
the right joy of obedience, I am arresting my thoughts enough to die to self and 
put her needs above mine. 
 
(3) By focusing on Christ in moments of crisis in order that I might 'take every 
thought captive to obey Christ' (2 Cor. 10:5). This means that when I feel old 
patterns of anger rising from some unexpected quarter, I must in the moment calm 
myself enough to stop my emotional momentum and consider the response 
carefully. It is an effort of will only possible if one rests in God not one’s own 
ability. 
 
(4) No one new, if that is the point of the question. I continue to walk with several 
of the men in Redeeming Life. Who is the protégé and who is the mentor in each 
of these instances is open to debate. I would say that in each instance the 
discipling is mutual with God working to grow and shape lives of those present to 
His own ends, sharpening each where necessary, rebuking each as required. 
 
(5) As stated, I have not entered into discipling with anyone new from outside 
Redeeming Life. Part of the reason for this is the nature of my work and the 
limited contact I have with people. This of course is no excuse. Nothing but 
myself prevents me from approaching anyone I meet in any circumstance and 
striking up conversation centered on God's redemptive plan of salvation. I have 
made some efforts to do this with immediate family members, most notably my 
sister with limited results. I think that when the timing is right, God will put 
people in front of me for that purpose. 
 
(6) John 15:13-16, 'Greater love has no one than this, that someone lay down his 
life for his friends. You are My friends if you do what I command you. No longer 
do I call you servants, for the servant does not know what his master is doing; but 
I have called you friends, for all that I have heard from my Father I have made 
know to you. You did not choose me but I chose you and appointed you that you 
should go and bear fruit and that your fruit should abide...' A disciple is a friend of 
Christ who, in response to His love for us in that 'while we were yet sinners' He 
died for our redemption, willing lays down his life, i.e. his self-will and abides or 
obeys the will of the Father, moment by moment, day by day, year by year in 
steadfast perseverance no matter what trials may come even to the point of death. 
The disciple is sustained in this walk by the power of the Spirit knowing that 
'apart from Him we can do nothing' (Jn. 15:5), and resting in His love for us so 
that we may love others for 'love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all 
things and endures all things' (1 Cor. 13:7) and 'now these three remain; faith, 
hope and love. But the greatest of these is love' (1 Cor. 13:13). Our love for Him 
in the Spirit is expressed in how we love others and is the earthly manifestation of 
our calling. The extent to which we will ourselves to die to ourselves will be a 
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measure of how useful a servant of God we may become to His glory and the 
glory of Christ Jesus His son. 

 
D4 (Discipled by M3) 

(1) God has shown me patience with authority and a willingness to do good 
despite trials that get in the way. Also, to rely on him with my burdens. 
 
(2) I realize I have no control and that God is in charge, if I submit to him in all 
things only good can come of it. 
 
(3) Anytime I have doubts or I am stressed about a situation I stop myself and 
give it over to God. 
 
(4) No one, I just try to live by God's tenets and try to be an example for now. I 
feel it is too early in my walk to disciple someone else. 
 
(5) Yes, I have identified a couple people, but I have just kept them in my prayers 
thus far. 

 
(6) A biblical definition of a disciple is someone who follows and believes in 
Jesus Christ who also walks beside those he/she is discipling to, to guide them on 
their path. 

 
D5 (Discipled by M3) 

(1) I would have to say that He has shown me that it is important to connect in a 
personal and spiritual level with someone of the same sex at least once every two 
weeks. Being a full time stay at home mom with one vehicle, it is very easy to just 
keep within the walls of the house and not put extra effort into meeting with a 
woman I could learn from.  
 
(2) I know that I need to be more intentional in setting up times to be mentored 
and to mentor. 
 
(3) I plan on still meeting with M3. It may not necessarily be doing a bible study 
every week, but having someone older and wiser speaking into my everyday life 
is so vital.  
 
(4) I have not started to disciple anyone.  
 
(5) I do have a few people in mind who may be interested. Having two babies at 
home is quite difficult to set up a weekly meeting with anyone.  

 
(6) I would say a disciple of Jesus is someone who has accepted Jesus as their 
Savior, longs to follow His teachings and longs to share His teaching with others- 
both to those who are saved and not saved.  
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D7 (Discipled by M3)  
(1) He has shown me that I try to control everything instead of fully relying and 
trusting in Him. 
 
(2) His ways are much better than mine. 
 
(3) I have prayed before doing something and have been able to remain calm in 
tough situations. 
 
(4) I have started a bible study with Rainy and going to try to get my niece Gabby 
over more to do one with her as well. 
 
(5) N/A 
 
(6) Someone who study's God's word, so that they can live it and share the gospel 
with others. 

 
D8 (Discipled by M4) 

(1) One-on-one meetings can be a helpful way to facilitate application of Bible 
study. I think the Holy Spirit may use these times in a specific way to help bring 
forth spiritual fruit in the Christians who are meeting. 

 
(2) I have been more cognizant about personal struggles and spiritual welfare of 
those I meet with. No other big change in thinking that I can think of. Just helpful 
in facilitating application and community from the church body. 

 
(3) More dialogue with both non-Christians and Christians primarily in realm of 
apologetics and evangelism. Anything from small talk to full conversations.  
 
(4) Met with a couple of coworkers after or outside of work to answer questions 
about my Christian faith and worldview. Though no regularly scheduled meetings 
set up, we are in communication to set up follow-up visits. Having my wife step 
in to include her in conversations at home as the individuals are mostly females. I 
have also started doing discipleship with my wife. 
 
(5) N/A. 

 
(6) Believing and pursuing a Biblical worldview in all aspects of living. Pointing 
individuals (particularly those who WANT to know about Jesus) to Biblical truth 
with the goal of facilitating a Biblical understanding of the Gospel and healthy 
relationship with Jesus. 

 
D9 (Discipled by M4)  

(1) Going through the book of first Peter, I saw the importance of maturing in the 
faith and seeking out sanctification. We should always be desiring to be growing 
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and continually aligning ourselves with Christ. Also, this is to be done in the 
presence of believers in the body. 

 
(2) It has brought back a desire to see spiritual maturity through sanctification in 
my life and the importance of aligning myself and my life with Jesus. 

 
(3) I have started to evaluate my life and where I am aligned with Jesus and where 
I am disobedient. It has led to an awareness of my sinfulness in those moments 
my life does not line up with Jesus 

 
 (4) Nobody. 
 
 (5) I’ve been asking God to give me someone to disciple.  
 

(6) A disciple of Jesus is someone who has dedicated their life to following Jesus 
and actually living out his commands. 
  

D10 (Discipled by M4) 
(1) That there is more hidden in Scripture than what you first see when you 
simply read through it. I was amazed at how many thoughts, points, and ideas I 
was able to find in just one chapter of scripture.  
 
(2) This has really opened my mind to the importance of critical thinking and 
deep reflection when it comes to my personal study time in God's word. I am 
realizing that there is so much more to scripture than the "everyday Christian" 
realizes. 
 
(3) I am spending more time digging into Scripture during my personal quiet time. 
Whenever I am reading through God's word, rather than just trying to get through 
it to check an item off in a box, I instead pause and really think through the 
portion of scripture that I am reading. What does it say? What are the timeless 
principles? How does it relate to today? What's different or the same in today's 
world versus the time when it was written. I take my Bible study bookmark and 
walk through all of the questions listed on it, but rather than looking for just one 
or two timeless principles, I really try to dig in further and see how much more is 
being communicated in the scripture. 
 
(4) I've started meeting with a friend. We are meeting every other Friday to walk 
through the Bible and the book, DiscipleShift. I have also been disciplining my 
wife and she is getting ready to start disciple someone else. 
 
(5) N/A 

 
(6) Someone who is a follower of Christ who takes to disciple others into 
becoming Christ followers who in turn are disciplining other people as well. A 
disciple of Christ is someone who makes disciples who make disciples.  
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APPENDIX 5 
 

JOURNAL OF CHURCH ALIGNMENT EFFORT 

April 23, 2017. Started a series that should be easy to get some material about being a 
disciple and making disciples. It’s called, “Jesus Final Instruction.” The first sermon was 
titled “Another Helper” and looked at Jesus’ key statements from John 14-16. I included 
a section on what a disciple is and the importance of hearing from the Lord. I also stated 
that a disciple is one that hears from the Lord and does what he says. I wrote a further 
discussion on hearing from the Holy Spirit on The City (internal church communication 
website).  
 
April 30, 2017. I was stuck in the airport and missed our family meeting. Pastor M4 
informed the church that my project is starting and it is focused on discipleship. He 
stressed to the entire church that this may be an important project for the future of our 
church as we believe discipleship is a critical key to our mission in Salt Lake. He also let 
anyone know if they would like to do some one-on-one discipleship to let me or him 
know and they can be a part of the project. Also, Pastor M4 preached from John 15:1-11 
and I ask him to use the same line, “A disciple is a person who hears from the Lord and 
follows him.” He did as he discussed what it means to abide in Jesus. The sermon title 
was, “Abide in Me.” 
 
May 6, 2017. I stressed that the disciple-makers read the two books and give them away 
to someone who is within Redeeming Life Church.  
 
May 7, 2017. I put the bookmarks out for the church to use too. I posted the website post 
and The City post for the next sermon on Jesus’s command to love one another. I 
preached from John 13:34-35 and John 15:15-17 and stressed that loving one another is a 
command of Jesus. Jesus’ disciples hear his commands and do what he says. I 
encouraged the church that if they are hearing this command from the Lord, their next 
step is to do something about it as an act of obedience in following Jesus. I also posted 
about this on the church website and on The City.  
 
May 9, 2017. I posted a recommendation and review of Ralph Moore’s book, Make 
Disciples on The City.  
 
May 14, 2017. Continuing in our series, I preached from Matthew 28:18-20. The sermon 
was titled, “Make Disciples: Be Fruitful and Multiply.” This sermon was heavily driven 
by the idea that disciples make disciples and those who do not feel that they have a 
responsibility to call to make disciples might need to rethink this command from Jesus. I 
gave many practical ways to get started and mentioned some tools including The Three 
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Circles and the Bible Study Essentials Bookmark. I also recommend two books: 
Concentric Circles of Concern of Concern by W. Oscar Thompson Jr. and Discipleship 
Uncomplicated by Warren Haynes.  
 
May 15, 2017. I wrote a post for the church website on making disciples and the previous 
sermon. I also posted on The City. I also encouraged our Fellowship Group leaders to do 
some role-playing with the gospel sharing tools this week in their small groups.  
 
May 18, 2017. I am realizing that discipleship will need to be regularly on the forefront 
of what we’re are doing as a church but it will need to be modeled. To keep this up, M4’s 
duties will likely need to be adjusted to continue modeling this with people and 
potentially teaching classes on this in the future.  
 
May 21, 2017. M2 preached from Luke 12:35-48 on waiting for Jesus’ return. Looking at 
the importance of keeping lamps burning and doing the work, he made mention of 
hearing from the Word of God and continue to follow him in obedience until Jesus 
returns.  
 
May 28, 2017. Our new series started today. “The Disciplined Christian Life.” This 
series will journey through a number of spiritual disciplines. I argued that we are called to 
draw near to God and these disciplines help us hear from the Lord and follow him. 
Today, I started on fellowship.  
 
June 1, 2017. We did a Bible study in public at Lee’s Deli with the Slater Baptist Church 
mission team. This included instruction on using the Discipleship Essentials, Bible Study 
Essentials, and the Prayer Essentials bookmarks taught by M4. Members of our church 
joined us and got another look and instruction on how to use these tools.  
 
June 9, 2017. I met with M4 about having him do quarterly trainings in the specific areas 
of discipleship and evangelism.  
 
June 18, 2017. I preached on submission from 1 Peter 2:16 as a part of our series, “The 
Disciplined Christian Life.” A significant part of submission is allowing Jesus to call all 
the shots in our life. This means we must hear his voice and follow him.  
 
June 20, 2017. The Wisconsin Baptist Association mission team and the Finchville 
Baptist Church mission team conducted Bible studies in public at Lee’s Deli and some of 
our church participated. M4 lead the training and guided the practice.  
 
June 21, 2017. I wrote a post for the church website and The City on the topic of spiritual 
guidance. Again, I mentioned how important it is that we hear from the Lord if we are 
going to obey and follow him.  
 
June 25, 2017. Spiritual guidance was the spiritual discipline I dealt with in my sermon 
from Psalm 37:23. This sermon included language regarding learning to hear from the 
Lord and follow him.  
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June 26, 2017. M4 has set a topic for a discipleship and evangelism class (“Reaching 
your Relational Network for the Gospel”). His course will include some platform 
evangelism tips and training. The date is set for after church on July 30, 2017. We will 
campaign it on The City, make announcements from the stage on Sunday morning, and 
print information in the bulletin.  
 
July 14, 2017. The Forest Hills Baptist Church team did a Bible Study in public at 
Kneader’s Bakery and some of the Redeeming Life congregation participated in the 
training and practice.  
 
July 17, 2017. I added two questions to the Bible Study Essentials bookmark and ordered 
another box of all three bookmarks. The new questions are, “What does this teach me 
about God?” and “Where do I see the gospel in this?”  
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APPENDIX 6 
 

CANDIDATE PROJECT JOURNAL 

February 6, 2017. I’ve started writing my prospectus. M4 is stepping up in the pastoral 
duties so I can devote more time to writing. I have not written my candidate objectives 
out yet, but my proposal included a goal to be more confident in my writing. So far, I’m 
excited to get going but not feeling very confident.  
 
February 7, 2017. Yesterday did not see many words added to the draft because I spent 
most of the day setting up the format, chapters, and whatnot. Turabian is a miserable 
experience. Confidence? If there are going to be problem with my project, I suspect Kate 
L. Turabian will have something to do with that.  
 
February 16, 2017. Finishing the theological and theoretical sections of the project is a 
good feeling. I actually enjoyed both sections. It wasn’t easy boiling down six months of 
reading and study, but I feel my work reflects what I’ve found. I feel good about it.  
 
February 23, 2017. It’s away! I submitted my prospectus. I’m not feeling very confident 
about the writing, but we’ll see.  
 
March 17, 2017. I was trying to determine when to expect to hear back from the school 
so I went back into my email to find the date I submitted. I noticed that I never received a 
response. I emailed the school and they had not processed my prospectus or sent it off to 
my committee. That’s deflating. Now the 30-day clocks starts again. This may knock me 
off the track to graduate in December. Very discouraging.  
 
April 19, 2017. I received the proposal form back in the email. I wasn’t sure why so I sat 
on my hands and waited. April 17th passed and I waited. On April 19, I emailed my chair. 
I guess the proposal form was my approval to start the project on but it was on the wrong 
from. Dr. Durst completed it on the new form and sent it to me. I’m thrilled that my 
prospectus was approved on the first go. That is a confidence builder. I’m a little 
discouraged that I’m about a month and have further out than I wanted to be. 
Nonetheless, time to get cracking on the project. I reached out to some potential disciple-
makers today. That was fun and I was pleased with their enthusiasm.  
 
April 23, 2017. I stared the class prep this evening. It was surprisingly easy after all the 
reading and writing. I feel like I really know what I’m talking about on this topic. So 
that’s great.
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May 3, 2017. After M4 and I discussed his travel, I think I should have looked more into 
the busy summer. I’m sure there is material about time invested into discipleship and I 
didn’t deal with that in my project at all. I don’t know how well Skype will work, but that 
might be a cool thing to look at. If Skype works well, people in remote places could be 
discipled as long as they have the internet. I really should have considered distance and 
what happens when people are gone in my project.  
 
May 4, 2017. I was invited to a meeting with a church-planting catalyst and the pastor of 
a large, well-established church in the area to discuss my involvement in helping a church 
planter get more experience and training. I was slightly surprised to hear the pastor of that 
church state that he thinks I am the subject-matter expert on this one. That was confident 
building and having just gotten started on the project, I realized that I have leadership 
ability in this area.  
 
May 6, 2017. The class when so well. I feel confident in my project. M1 asked if this was 
going to be put into my first book, so that was encouraging. The more I think about it, 
this could be a seed for a book idea, but I’m probably not the person to write this book. 
We’ll see how the project goes. In any case, I like the idea that the material was good for 
the group and they didn’t just say it was pointless or something.  
 
May 12, 2017. I saw D10 talking with his parents at church. He was showing them the 
bookmarks. After church, he asked me if we could print a bookmark for the kids too.  
 
May 16, 2017. M4 is not connecting via Skype. He’s really busy and this adds additional 
stress. One more thing to push my graduation back. Hopefully not. We’ll see.  
 
May 17, 2017. As part of my candidate goal, I emailed Pastor C about the guy he told me 
about at LifeWay. I thought he was going to talk to him after I was in Nashville, but 
maybe he dropped the ball. I asked him to follow up with the Serendipity Study Bible. 
Pastor C responded that he’d see what he could do.  
 
May 18, 2017. I had lunch with Director R today and I realized that while I like meeting 
with Pastor K and all these other guys, I really don’t need to meet with them as much. I 
think I do because I am not as confident in what I am doing. But sitting with Director R, I 
noticed that I’m mostly talking with them about what I’m doing and have done. I don’t 
need their approval and my opinions about things I’m doing in my area might be more 
valid than theirs because they are not doing ministry in my area.  
 
May 25, 2017. I had my quarterly meeting with the borrowed Elders. I love their advice 
and feedback. This is a good group to get guidance from. I also noticed that they are 
confident in my leadership. That’s encouraging. I typically have perceived that they are 
directing me more than advising and offering guidance. They are actually just advising 
and letting me make the decision. Much of my perception has been wrong.  
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May 27, 2017. Pastor C emailed me that he reached out to two people at LifeWay and 
told them what I wanted to do. One of them wants to talk with me more about it when 
he’s in Salt Lake.  
 
May 29, 2017. I went back through my objectives. I wrote that disciples will study the 
Bible for eight weeks. I did not indicate a number of times they would meet. That was 
dumb. If they meet every three weeks but do so for eight weeks, they will have done what 
I wrote. Oops. I guess the goal is time, not number of times. Maybe there will be value in 
comparing those who M4 disciples and are hardly meeting with those M3 is discipling 
every week. M1 and M2 are meeting every week too. Also, I said I would meet with the 
disciples every week, but schedules have been impossible. I should have thought about 
that before.  
 
May 31, 2017. Another pastor noticed that I am developing leaders even in this church 
plant. I was thankful that he noticed and spoke highly of what I am doing. Because of my 
respect for him, that’s encouraging.  
 
June 1, 2017. Another pastor loved the bookmarks. I gave him a few to take home with 
him. We discussed the simplicity and some of the books. He loved what we are doing. He 
and his church did a Bible study in public together and it went well. I shared some of my 
thoughts about the Serendipity Study Bible and he thought that was a good idea. He said 
he’d like to be on the team if we get to do it. Confidence is high today.  
 
June 3, 2017. I thumbed through Letters to the Front, Mosaic, and Living the Sermon on 
the Mount and reflected what I liked about being a part of those projects. Why do I like 
writing? I re-read a few articles from past writing. It’s not the rejection I’m not feeling 
good about, it’s maybe more about not measuring up to other writers? Maybe. I think I 
can do this if I stop worry about it so much.  
 
June 5, 2017. I am struggling to meet with the disciple-makers every week. That is just 
not happening because of my schedule and their schedules not lining up well. I’m going 
Colorado tomorrow and really need a break but I’m feeling guilty about it being the only 
M4 can get together. Bummer. I really hope everybody keeps meeting so that part of the 
project goes well. I’m feeling doubt in it. Confidence in the future discipleship in the 
church is okay but confidence in my project going well is feeling low.  
 
June 9, 2017. I put the main idea of the book swimming around in my head on paper 
while I was in Colorado. It’s an evangelism book but focused more on the salt rather than 
the light. I wrote the sub topic of each chapter and found I have about 12 chapters! Each 
point or illustrate can be paired with biblical examples, which makes writing the chapters 
more like writing longer blog posts. Iorg said his chapters are about 1,800 words. That’s 
not too bad. If I can come up with two or three more chapters I might have something to 
start working on. I also met with M4 this afternoon about him working in his lane with 
mission work and evangelism. His life circumstances have me concerned about his 
availability, but I think he can work well in this area.  
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June 8, 2017. D10 and I met to look at his sermon. The Bible Study Essentials bookmark 
was his preaching format. His sermon looks good and I can see that he’s learning how to 
read and understand Scripture well because of this method. I think he’s going to preach a 
great sermon.  
 
June 11, 2017. D10 preached his first sermon at Redeeming Life (and his first non-youth, 
non-children’s sermon). He did a great job. I want to walk with him more in discipleship 
and leadership development after the project is over.  
 
June 15, 2017. My calendar looks good for meetings with the disciple-makers this week 
but I have no idea how I’m going to get time with them next week. I have two counseling 
sessions, a mission team in town, a sermon, and other ministry duties. I feel really bad 
that I can’t make time for four disciples who are trying to make disciples. I need to re-
order my typical schedule so I have time to write and time to disciples four or five people 
per week.  
 
June 20, 2017. Pastor J and Pastor D both seemed really intrigued about the bookmarks 
we used. Pastor J was encouraging and figured we have a good possibility of really 
equipping our folks. Pastor D discussed his struggle to get lay leaders and volunteers like 
I have. I left our conversation feeling really hopeful about Redeeming Life’s future. I’m 
ready for the project to be done so I can jump in with more development and training 
with M2, M4, D9, and D10. I hope I can help those guys really be disciple-makers who 
make disciple-makers year after year. I am seeing the ladies really step up with 
discipleship thanks to M3.  
 
June 26, 2017. I made some time to write a blog post today without feeling like I had to 
hurry thought it like normal. The church site posts and my website have been really 
hurried lately but slowing down and just writing for fun was. . . fun.  
 
June 28, 2017. M4 is out of town for his second trip. While he really needs to do this 
fundraising, I should have chosen someone else for this task. We work really well 
together, but the summer is hard for him to do any kind of project that takes multiple 
weeks. I am not second guessing my choice to move him into the role of Mobilization 
Pastor, but I am second guessing my choice to have him be a part of my project. I’ll need 
to think about how he’s going to work next summer.  
 
July 3, 2017. I met with D10 again today. He expressed some frustration with his 
discipleship or lack of discipleship again. We walked through some Scripture and I 
expressed that I want to start meeting with him more. I may have messed up my project 
by connecting with him, but his discipleship and growth have to be more important than 
my project. I’m his pastor!  
 
July 8, 2017. I am noticing how much our guys are picking up at the men’s study using 
the two bookmarks. This is great! I’m looking forward to what will happen when we use 
them for a few years!  
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July 11, 2017. I had a good lunch with Director R today. I expressed my desire to invest 
much more of my time in my ministry area. I also discussed how much I love meeting 
with him but could probably meet quarterly rather than as often as we meet. He agreed. 
He also complemented me on how I am doing with the church plant and with our 
discipleship efforts. That was encouraging and helped affirm the confidence I am feeling. 
Right after I met with Director R, I met with Director T. We discussed the best use of my 
time, which would start excluding as many (but not all) of the get with other pastor times. 
I need to plant a church and the primary reason I’ve been a part is not so much for the 
fellowship but to help me think through ideas. I still want the fellowship but I don’t need 
as much guidance and help at this point. It’s very time consuming and I need to plant and 
pastor a church. Travis agreed and even offered three book recommendations for this 
season of my development. I had already read two of them, which affirmed that I’m on 
the right track.  
 
July 13, 2017. My LifeWay friend asked me to convince him why we should update the 
Serendipity Bible. I told him how we’ve used it in reproducible discipleship but how 
outdated it is. I told him about the guys I’ve discussed putting a team together to get the 
thing reworked. My LifeWay friend seemed interested. I told him that it would be helpful 
if it were not attached to a specific Bible so people with different translations could use it 
together. It would be important to remove or improve translation specific questions. He 
liked the idea, especially for those not in the SBC. He then told me that he had been 
tasked to do some leg work on this idea with me and he’d get back to me.  
 
July 14, 2017. We did another Bible study in public. My LifeWay friend loved the 
bookmarks and sent a picture to Pastor C. Pastor C loved them too. I sent the team home 
with some and Pastor C will likely start using them with the Serendipity Bible stuff he 
adopted from us.  
 
July 17, 2017. I started writing up the report. It feels easier than writing up the 
prospectus. I think because I’m not as worried about the writing. Maybe that’s it.  
 
July 25, 2017. I received an email from my LifeWay friend informing me Editor T might 
call or email. His email included a chain of email conversation between a few people 
about the Serendipity update. The eventual recommendation was to put this before 
Trevin. That’s super awesome. I felt excited that this was still moving around in 
conversation and not simply rejected. At this point, I believe I could lead group of folks 
to get this done. Feeling very confident.  
 
July 26, 2017. My LifeWay friend just found out (maybe from Editor T) that LifeWay is 
already using the Serendipity Bible as a base for a discipleship and study Bible connected 
with the CSB translation. They are already doing the same thing I was thinking but 
connecting it with a Bible. While I’m bummed I didn’t get a chance to do this, I’m happy 
to learn that my idea was a good one. I’m still encouraged. 
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APPENDIX 7 
 

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 
 

Christian Growth and Development Assessment 
 

The Initial Christian Life 
(Obeying the Commands of Christ)  

 
Made a Profession of Faith?                Yes / No Been Baptized?                         Yes / 
No 
(Repent and Believe / Mark 1:15)     (Matthew 28:19) 
 
                         0 Is Non-Existent / 9 Is A Model for Others  
 
Prayer Life?  
(Pray / Matthew 6:9-13) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Engaged in Disciple-Making?  
(Make Disciples / Matthew 28:18-20) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Enduring in the Faith?  
(Persevere / Matthew 10:22) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Loving Jesus and Others?  
(Matthew 22:37-39) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Sincerely Taking the Lord’s Supper?  
(Matthew 26:26-28) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Tithing and Giving?  
(Matthew 6:1-4) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Worshiping with the Body?  
(Gather / Hebrews 10:24-25) 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

 
 

Journey of Sanctification 
(Demonstrating Growth in 2 Peter 1:5-11 Areas) 

 
Faith?  
(Believing and acting on God’s Word) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Virtue?  
(Of good biblical character) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Knowledge?  
(Understand the Word and Christian practice) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
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Self-Control?  
(Dominion over emotions and temptations of the flesh) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Steadfastness?  
(Stable and preserving over the long haul) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Godliness?  
(Conformed into the likeness of Christ) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Brotherly Affection?  
(Loving the Body and neighbors) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Love?  
(Loving God) 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

 
  

Quality Candidate for Discipleship?  
(“FRAT Filter”)  

 
Faithful?  
(Believing Jesus and obeying God’s Word) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Reliable? (Dependable, trustworthy, capable, and 
puts in the work) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Available?  
(Prioritizing time to learn, grow, and serve well) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

Teachable?  
(Humble, submits, and willing to see things differently) 
 

                    0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

 
 

Candidate for Pastoral Development?  
(1 Timothy 3:1-7 and Titus 1:5-9)  

 
Aspires to the office?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Above reproach?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Husband of one wife?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Children are believers?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Sober-minded?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Self-controlled?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Not arrogant or quick tempered?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Respectable?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Hospitable?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Able to teach?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Able to rebuke with the Word?  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Not a drunkard?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Not violent but gentle?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Now quarrelsome?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Lover of good?  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Upright?  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Holy?  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
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Disciplined?  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Holds firm to the trustworthy Word?  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Not a lover of money?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Not greedy for gain?  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Manages own household well?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Not a recent convert?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Well thought of by outsiders?   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
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APPENDIX 8 
 

SUGGESTED DISCIPLESHIP STRATEGY 
 

Stages of Growth and Discipleship Plan 
A Suggested Discipleship Strategy 

 
A disciple is a person who hears the voice of the Lord and does what he says. 

Additionally, a disciple makes disciples of Jesus Christ. A disciple grows spiritually 
much like a person grows and matures physically. Here’s one way to think about spiritual 
growth.  
 

Disciple “Growth Chart” 
 

(Stage 1) – “Infant” (typically new believer) 
 Must have “food” put in his or her mouth  

- Needs to read the Word with a mature believer and have it 
explained/taught   

- Highly dependent upon other teachers, sermons, podcasts, one-
on-one discipleship, fellowship groups, study Bibles, books, 
study plans, charts, etc. (See Nehemiah 8 for example) 

- Critical that a mature believer check up with the new believer 
often and walk closely in the new believer’s life 

- No knowledge or maturity should be assumed of a believer in 
Stage 1  

- This believer will need a great deal of grace, patience, and care   
 
(Stages 2-4) – “Child”  
 Learning to self-feed   

- Still needs someone walking alongside, but allowing more 
freedom to explore, succeed, and fail   

- Can open the Bible and get something from it correctly 
- Learning to allow the Bible to critically analyze his or her own 

life and apply what he or she is learning  
- Learning to hear the Word of the Lord and do what He says  
- Starting to see how various theological ideas are interconnected 

throughout the Bible and sees the larger themes and the meta-
narrative of the story of redemption  

- Still needs one-on-one discipleship, podcasts, study Bibles, 
sermons, etc., but not as heavily dependent upon a mentor
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- Learning the ability to think critically of man-made resources 
by measuring them against the Word of God 

- Is actively praying about mentoring someone else and might 
even be going through the Bible with a Christian in Stage 1  

- Is actively sharing the Gospel with lost people  
- Is regularly praying in community and on his or her own  

 
(Stages) 5 & 6 – “Adult”  
 Feeds Babies and Children, Christians in Stage 1-4.  

- Sermons, podcasts, book, study Bibles, etc. are nice but are not 
absolutely necessary for devotional time, worship, and personal 
study of God’s Word  

- Understands proper critical thinking regarding man-made 
resources by measuring them against the Word of God  

- Holds a biblical understanding of various theological ideas and 
knows how these ideas are interconnected throughout the Bible   

- Sees the larger themes and the meta-narrative of the story of 
redemption and can articulate them to Christians in Stages 1-4  

- Is actively mentoring Christians in Stages 1-4   
- Recognizes the need for continual growth in Christ and can 

articulate this need  
- Regularly shares the Gospel and has the ability to teach others 

to do the same  
- Prays regularly and often and has the ability to teach others to 

do the same  
 

Because spiritual growth happens in seasons or stages, it’s helpful to think of 
discipleship in terms of seasons or stages. Here are some potential milestones that may 
help you in thinking about how to minister for someone you are discipling, depending on 
which stage he or she may be in.  
 

 
Stages of Discipleship 

(Post Salvation) 
 

Stage 1:  Reads the Word and Prays 
a. Learning to hear from and speak to God 

i. Is in a one-on-one discipleship  
ii. Is in a fellowship or other small group 

iii. Attends Sunday service 
 

Stage 2:  Hears from God 
a. Is experiencing biblical conviction 
b. Seems to “get it” when he or she reads the Word 
c. Able to articulate biblical understanding from the Word 
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Stage 3:  Does Something (based on understanding from Stage 2) 
a. Observable evidence of hearing from the Lord 

 (faith is seen by his or her “works”):  
i. Action 

1. Doing or abstaining from something based on Stage 2  
ii. Growth 

2. Able to articulate a change in thought and emotions 
based on Stage 2 

3. Observable movement toward biblical habits and 
spiritual formation 

 
Stage 4:  Making Disciples: Bringing Someone Else into Stage 1  

b. Inviting others to know Christ, pray, read the Bible, and/or attend a 
gathering of believers 

c. Leads one or more one-on-one discipleship group(s) 
 

Stage 5:  Growing Disciples 
a. Is a regular and active part of the life and growth of one or more 

believers in Stages 2-4 
b. Shows perseverance in training up believers in Stages 2-4 
c. Is encouraging his or her disciple(s) to move through the Stages of 2-4 

into greater maturity 

 
Stage 6:  Proven Disciple Maker 

a. His or her disciple(s) has moved through Stages 2-4 and has reached 
Stage 5  

b. Has formed a continual lifestyle of disciple making  
 
 

Just as there are as many different parenting methods in rearing children as there 
are different personalities in children, there are many different ways to disciple. It’s 
extremely important that you, as a disciple of Jesus called to disciple others, trust the 
leading of the Holy Spirit as you disciple others. Some people are more receptive to 
different methods and tools of discipleship so go with what will be the most helpful in 
teaching others to hear from the Lord and follow him. Here’s but one suggested plan to 
help you think through the process.  
 
 

Suggested One-on-One Discipleship Plan 
 
The primary goal:  
To lead a person to hear from the Lord and do what he says, growing into a mature 
“adult” in Christ at or beyond Stage 5.   
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The entire process (in most cases) should not take more than about a year if the 

disciple is serious about growing. During this time, the disciple-maker should commit to 
praying often and fervently for and with the disciple(s). In addition, the disciple-maker 
must him or herself maintain a vibrant Christian walk, remaining a good model for the 
disciple(s) to follow. Paul said, “Follow me as I follow Christ.”  The disciple-maker 
should be able to say the same thing. Eventually, the disciple(s) should be able to 
transition from following the disciple-maker to successfully following Jesus. In addition, 
the disciple should reach a point where he or she becomes a disciple-maker and can say, 
“Follow me as I follow Christ.”    
 
One of the best places to start is the Commands of Christ. Use the Discipleship Essentials 
Bookmark and the Commands of Christ Guide to walk through each topic until the 
person follows that topic. Don’t move on until action is taken. Once the Commands of 
Christ plan is completed, move on to biblical books, using the Bible Study Essentials 
Bookmark and Discipleship Essentials Bookmark. This would also be a good time to 
walk through “The 411” handout with the disciple (included in the Commands of Christ 
Handout).  
 
Start working through books of the Bile together. Here’s a suggestion: 
 

1. Book of John 
a. Work through a chapter or day (or less)   
b. Allow the disciple to ask questions rather than trying to teach the disciple 
c. Prayerfully seek to hear from the Lord 
d. Use the Bible Study Essentials methods by Howard Hendricks or a 

question guide that includes observation, timeless principles, and 
application questions.  

2. Book of Luke 
a. The disciple-maker should start to ask less and seek to see observations 

from the disciple 
b. If using a recourse like the Serendipity Study Bible, allow the disciple to 

ask the questions from time to time.  
c. At this point, the disciple should be encouraged to go through the book of 

John with someone else. 
3. Book of Acts 

a. The disciple-maker should be even less involved in the “teaching” as the 
disciple should be led to discover more and more 

b. Practical application should be far more natural now. 
c. Be sure to review the application each week to remain accountable to 

follow Jesus 
 
At this point the disciple should be encouraged to read a biblical book on his or her own. 
When the disciple and disciple-maker meet, they should begin going through other extra-
biblical books and contrasting them against Biblical teaching. 
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1. A Book on Prayer 
a. Suggestion: Prayer: The Timeless Secret of High-Impact Leaders by Dave 

Earley 
i. The last chapter has good application. Practice the application as 

you go.  
b. The disciple-maker should have times when he is not available, allowing 

the disciple to work on his or her own, to see how it goes.  
c. Larger gaps between meeting times allows opportunity for success and 

failure. 
d. Evidence of growth should be present in the disciple. 

 
2. A Book on Basic Gospel Sharing 

a. Suggestion:  
i. Concentric Circles of Concern by Oscar Thompson 

ii. The disciple should go through the list-exercise for identifying 
every lost person he or she knows. 

b. The disciple should be doing evangelism with the disciple-maker. 
c. The disciple should be trying to do evangelism with one or more persons 

he or she is discipling. 
 

3. A Book on Discipleship 
a. Suggestion:  

i. Discipleship UnComplicated by Warren Haynes 
ii. The disciple should fill in the blanks, complete the name list, try 

the tips, and take on the challenges.  
b. The disciple should be starting a discipleship relationship 
c. The disciple should be receiving coaching from his or her disciple-maker 

about discipling others. 
d. The disciple should be using this guide with the person he or she has 

starting discipling with.  
e. The Disciple should use the Christian Growth and Development 

Assessment with his or her disciple.  
 
Now the disciple and disciple-maker should meet for coaching as the disciple is making 
one or more disciples. The process ends when the first disciple has completed the books 
with the second-generation person he or she is discipling.  
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